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The expedition led by K6zui Otani, which was sent out three times during 

the period 1902-14 -first 1902-4, second 1908-9 and third 1910-14- was the 

only organized Japanese expedition to Central Asia. Of the historical relics col

lected by the expeditions, a part was housed in the respective museum at Seoul 

in Korea, at Talien and at Lushun in Manchuria, while the remaining part 

fell into the hands of Japanese antiquarians. These were severally made public 
in catalogues and in pictorial records1), but many have been dispersed or lost 

in the course of time, particularly during and after the second World War. 

It was only after the death of K6zui Otani in October 1948 that some six 
thousand pieces of documents were discovered in a wooden box among the 

articles le£ t by him. This discovery then led us to resume researches concerning 

the materials brought back by his expeditions after an abeyance of nearly 

thirty years. A basic work on the arrangement and study of the newly dis

covered documents, which had been carried on by a Government grant since 

1953, was accomplishe·d in 1963, publishing its reports in six volumes2 ). These 

( 1) "~ff.\:t*-f&l~)f,fpf!Jm!i§i=j=l5k:NrnIJ:sli~ffi!J:11::iJ:1 § ilir, "!m*JW&.t:~IJ!!'';,!7Jffiji::~*l=l:h% § ~'f'. Both lists 
were published in "~iffl:l])ZBc" vol. 2, Append. 2, pp. 1-23 .. cf. note 5). 
~Jll,Jt~ (M. Kagawa) ed., "iffl:l])Z~"tilii!~", 2 vols. Tokyo, 1915. 
"~ ff.\H,@~Jtf tt!f'jJJl§i§i.tP::~:3'tfrm~ffiW: ~ iffl :l])ZJl!f'm'.ii llUlf ', 
"1JiRJl[ltf!imffilililif ", Tokyo, 1943. 

( 2) fili:l])Z?t{-twfJt:f! (The Research Society of Central Asian Culture) ed., "W:l])Z?lt{-tmo/i: 
(Mounmenta Serindica)" Kyoto. 1958-1963. 
Vol. 1. "fjcf~{!!HJ(~~i~~ (Chinese buddhist text from Tun-huang) ", 1958, 293+ 87, 9 
plates. 
Vol. 2. "fi~itt~iijji-J:1N~i'1}H4 (J:) (Chinese fragmentary manuscripts on social and 
economical system in the T'ang era unearthed from Tun-huang and Turfan. Faes. 1) ", 
1959, 463+55+27, 50 plates. 
Vol. 3. ibid., Faes. 2. 1960, 488+26, 40 plates. 
Vol. 4. "i=p::9<: T 1/ 7j:'.f{-\~!?tiX (Buddhist manuscripts and secular documents of the 
ancient language in Central Asia, 2 parts)" 1961, 462 +51, 47 plates. 
Vol. 5. "i:p::9<: T 1/ T {~~~f,1~ (The ancient buddhist arts in Central Asia and Tun
huang", 1962, 22+356+27, 25 plates. 
Vol. 6. "~_§t: c: ~f~jO)~F1=1iffi (Miscellaneous essays on the art and history of Central 
Asia and Tun-huang)" 1963, 271+62, 22 plates. 
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documents now in possession of the Ryukoku University at Kyoto form virtu
ally the whole of the documental material secured by the expeditions. 

Among the documents, those in Chinese make up the largest number, 
while those in Uigur the next largest, whose preliminary list has been already 
issued3

). From the latter, I shall present the Uigur documents of sale and loan 
contracts in this article. They comprise all the documents of the kind from 
Otani's collection but one which had been already brought out in articles4l. 
Although the number of the documents of this description in his collection 
may be not so large as those in the collections in other countries sud1 as Ger
many and Russia. It is worthy of note that the former includes two complete 
documents, a contract document regarding a sale of land and another regard
ing a loan of millet. There are, indeed, little difference in form between the 
documents presented in this article and those so far known, but nevertheless 
there are some expressions and facts of interest deserving special mention 
which I think will furnish valuable materials to the comparative studies of 
such documents. 

Of the circumstances in which the documents in question were got hold 
of, nothing certain is known. The travel records and diaries by the members of 
the expeditions5), however, bring us to the assumption that most of them were 
obtained in the Turfan basin, though a few may possibly in the vicinities of 
Kuca. ft may be also suspected that some of them were not digged out of the 
ground but bought by the members. More detailed information about the 
entire Uigur material can be found in the said preliminary list. 

The documents cited in the article are each provided with a transcription 
and a translation of their text. Head numbers indicate their catalog numbers 
at the Ryukoku University Library. Round brackets enclose the notes written 
down on them or on the envelopes they were put in. These notes are believed 
to have been made by one or the other of the members of the expedition. The 
size of each documents is given as (length) by (width). All the documents are 
written vertically. 

Quite a few documents, identical in kind with those presented in this 
article and in which we can observe common forms and expressions with the 
latter, have been already made known to us. For deciphering such documents, 
it is absolutely necessary to make a close comparison of one with the other 

( 3) ~~E8i3J:1 (A. Haneda), !-UB3fi::t: (N. Yamada), "7Ct:t-~~~½~*~~t:t-X¥-®r~17 1 f;i.,::jc: ~)fq § ~f (A preliminary list of the manuscripts remains in Uigur script brought by 
Otani Expedition and preserved in the Ryukoku University Library)", in: Monumenta 
Serindica IV, pp. 171-206, plates 11-33. 

( 4) [Ot-Ry 534]. See Appendix, Abbreviations and Bibliographical Notes, A. 8. 
( 5) Most of them were published in: ..lW'Jl::taB (Y. Uehara) ed., "Wfjllii~~2 Shin Sei

iki-ki," 2 vols. Tokyo, 1937. The diary of a member, K. Hori, was recently published 
in Monumenta Serindica vols. 2, 4, and 5. Still d. S. Ogasawara "Outline of the 
Chinese Documents unearthed in Turfan, brought to Japan by the Otani Expedition 
Parties." Monumenta Serindica vol· 2. pp .. 389-410. English resume. pp. 51-55. 
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documents so as to solve the problems of ambiguous characters and expressions 
therein. Such problems, however, will not be touched upon in the article 
proper. Instead, they will be discussed together in detail in an appended study 
(Appendix) on the forms and expressions for sale contracts. 

The original form of this paper appeared in Monumenta Serindica vols. 4 
and 66 ). Since then, the opportunity of investigating, at first hand, the Uighur 
documents preserved in Germany, France and England has broadened and 
enriched my knowledge about them. And I have been urged to make an over
all revision of the original at this writing. Even so, the chief aim of the article 
is, as before, to make the new material public. I wish that more profound and 
exhaustive studies would be made by scholars in related fields, both histori
cally and linguistically, and that any possible errors in this article would be 
amended by them. It is a pleasure to record my thanks to the Ryukoku Uni
versity Library for the permission to use the photographs of the material for 
the plates. 

1. 1414[a] (5, uk, I, 8=1:::t,:ffi:1=8±: No. 56). 30 by 24 cm. 22 lines. [Plate I] 

The document is concerned with a sale of land. The paper is of medium 
thickness and of a brown color. As was the case with many other documents 
of this kind, this one also appears to have been folded into a small shape. The 
paper still bears traces of the original creases as vertical lines at 3 cm. intervals 
and a horizontal line in the middle. 

On the back of the document is found another written by a different hand 
(1414[b]). Although the text of [a] is preserved in its entirety, that of [b], the 
top being cut off, lacks the initial characters from each line. It is hence 
thought that the former [a] was written later than the latter [b]. 

A seal (tamya) of gourd shape, 3.3 by 1.7 cm. in size, is impressed in 
Chinese ink at the beginning, the middle and the close of the text, respectively. 

Transcription: 

1) qoyn yll aram ay bir ya171qa man qara yan yig biirt 
2) yu17laq-1Iy ta war . kargak bolup at111 b .. um yoq uci'm 
3) kitin q:irata q:iz-1 kit(a)rig-ta icim qancuy bila tiiz 
4) iilus-lug ic s:iq yirim at:i qutluy tas-qa toyuru 
5) tomlldu sad1m safiy quabus111 inca soz-lasdim(i)z uc 
6) y-yz bis otuz quabuqa ii~ustum(ii)z bu bitig q:ilm:is kiin 
7) uz-a man qutluy tas uc y-yz bis otuz quabun1 bir 
8) agsuksiiz tiikal san(a)p birtim man yig yma tiikal san(a)p 

( 6) N, Yamada, "::k:e:-~~iff~M4* 1) 1 7•)1,,3tJUl~1=/ir3til= (Uighur Documents on trade 
and loan brought by Otani Expedition," in vol. 4. pp. 207-20, plates 34-37. 
N. Yamada "17 1 ~t';1,,3tjf ~~*kJil=OJwt( (Forms of Sale-Contact Note in Uighur 
Documents)", in vol. 6, pp. 27-62. 
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9) alt:im bu yir . -nir; s1c1s1 orii y1.r;aq ogan atfrar or;-
10) tiin y117aq torcat yiri adfrar . qod1 y:ir;aq ogan 
11) lusai yirin-ka barra ogan at:irar . kitin y1r;aq yanyaq 
12) inal yiri at:irar . bu tort s:icJ.1:ir yir iiza mir; 
13) fil tiiman kiinkac;lagi qutlur tas arklig bolz-un taplasar. 
14) oz-i tar:iz-un taplamasar . adfo kisi-ka oc;lkiirii sac;lz-un 
15) man yig biirt-niir; inim ic:im qam qatas:im ay:itmaz-un 
16) isc;lamaz-iin taq:i bir-ok arklig bag isi kucin tuc;lup 
17) qam kiic qrnp yulr(a)H alr(a)l:i saq:insar-lar . bu oq 
18) ogan-ta [bu] oq yir. tar;inca [iki] yir. qutlur tas-qa yaradu 
19) birip alz-un-lar bu bitig tuc;la qutlur tas qorsuz 
20) bolz-un man yig biirt-niir; inim icim qam qac;las:im 
21) qorlur bolz-un-lar. tanuq bak ar sar;iin tanuq bor;a 
22) tanuq sii17iis bu tamra man yig biirt-niir;ol 

Translation: 

On the first [of] yangz" (the first decade of a month), the month [of] aram) 
the year [of] sheep, I, Qara Yan Yig Biirt, being in need of goods to use and 
for lacking of other ... , have sold really to Ati Qutlugh Tash my inner, narrow 
(or three siq?) land possessed in companionship with my elder brother 
Qancugh at Qizi Kita.rig in North Field. On the quabu for the price, we have 
talked to each other as follows. We have decided on three hundred and twenty 
five quabu. On the day when [I] drew up this document, I, Qutlugh Tash, 
counting completely without any deficiency, have payed three hundred and 
twenty five quabu, [and] I, Yig, too, counting completely, have received [it]. 
The boundaries of this land: on the upper, a canal divides; on the east, the 
land of Torchat divides; on the down, a canal, Baghra(?) canal (flowing) to the 
land of Lusai divides; on the west, the land of Yanyaq Ina.I divides. On the 
land of these four boundaries, until a thousand years and ten thousand days, 
Qutlugh Tash shall be powerful. If he likes he may cultivate it for· himself. 
If he doesn't like, he may transfer and sale [it] to some other person. My, of 
me, Yig Bi'trt, elder and younger brothers, relatives shall not ask and seek. 
And now, if taking the might of powerful bag and his party, my relatives 
intend, exerting the power, to seize and snatch [it] off, they, preparing and 
giving to Qutlugh Tash two pieces of land of the same [value] as this very land 
on this canal itself, may take [it]. Having this document, Qutlugh Tash shall 
be undamaged. My, of me, Yig Biirt, younger and elder brothers, relatives shall 
be damaged. Witness: Bak Ar Shangiin, witness: Bonga, witness: Siingiis. This 
seal is that of me, Yig Bilrt. 

Notes: 

I.I. Qara Yan Yig Burt (Line 1): The name of the vendor of the land, who 
was liable for the writing of the document. The same name, though 
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only in part as Yig Burt, recurs three more times in the text (Ls. 15, 20 
and 22). 

1.2. yuTJlaq-li'y tawar (L. 2): Such a reference to an object other than what 
the vendor ·will receive from the vendee was rarely made. Further dis
cussion on this point will be seen in Appendix, 2.1. 

1.3. Kidin Qi"ra (L. 3): "North Field," Qi"ra signifying "field" (RdWb II 
735). It can be regarded as a name applied to a somewhat large area. In 
USp 55 are found place-names such as tas q'ira "Outer Field" and ic qi'ra 
"Inner Field." 

l.4. Qi'zi' Kitarig (L. 3): A name of a place, which must have been located 
inside of the above-mentioned Kidin Qi'ra. 

1.5. bila/birla tilz ulusliig (Ls. 3-4): Cf. Appendix, 2.2.2. 
1.6. ic si"q yirim (L. 4): le means "inner", and si'q "narrow". It is well 

known, however, that siq was also used as a unit of land measurement 
in the documents such as this. Cf. 2.6. It is possible, in this context, that 
the latter ".Vord siq was adopted since it is immediately followed by yirim 
''my land." If so read, siq is duly expected to be preceded by a numeral. 
Thus, we may suspect that ic or i"c, signifying in no way a number, was 
miswritten or an individual accent for uc "three." 

1.7. Atz Qutluy Tas (L. 4): The name of the vendee, which appears as 
Qutluy tas also in Ls. 7, 13, 18 and 19. As for Ati', there is some doubt 
whether it should be included in the name. It may be argued, however, 
that the _inclusion of A ti' in the name is justified by the fact that only a 
part of the name of the vendor was given except for its first occurrence in 
every such case. For the time being, I would rather prefer this inter
pretation. Radloff gives an instance in USp 77 where Adi" occurs as a part 
of a name Ad'i Yiikii. Still it might be better to read as atai .. 

1.8. toyuru tomli'du sadi'm (Ls. 4-5): Toyuru tomli'du is a conventional ex
pression for sale contract documents. Cf. Appendix, 2.2.1. Sadi'm must be 
a contracted form of satdi'n1,, 

I.9. quabusi·n (L. 5): quabu-si'-n "its quabu (acc.)". Quabu occurs in quabu
qa (L. 6) and in quabu-ni' (L.7). In accordance with the transcription 
given by Radloff and the others, the word was read as _qoqbu in the 
Japanese version of this article. At this wri_ting, I have tentatively tran
scribed it as quabu. It must be admiued, however, that Radloff's argu
ment (USp pp. 120, 141) that qoqbu is an older form of boz "cotton 
fabric" can not yet be refuted. There is a possibility that quabu was a 
loan word from Chinese. 

1.10. iizustumiiz (L. 6): "We have decided." In place of this, kiisistimiz is 
usually employed in such documents. Cf. Appendix, 2.2.1. The verb 
kasis, whose meaning is defined by Radloff as "Bedingungen festsetzen, 
einen Vertrag abschliessen (beim Handel)" (RdWb II 1164) is still in use 
today. Radloff further refers to both kiis- "sclmeiden, etc.," from which 
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kasis- is derived (RdWb II 1154), and its-/ uz- "zerreissen, abreissen, ver
tilgen" (RdWb I 1878, 1889). These roots find mention also in MaJ.:imud 
al-Kasyari's dictionary. Brockelmann assigns one and the same meaning 
to both, namely ''abschneiden" (BrMK s. 195, bsmak; s. 238, iizmak). 
According to Professor A. von Gabain, the function of the suffix -us, -is 
can be defined as "Wechselseitigkeit" and "Haufigkeit" (vGAG § 164). 
Thus we may have a good reason to believe that both uzustumuz and 
kasistimiz were used as synonyms without any particular distinction. 
With regard to this, Radloff gives an interesting example in USp 116: 
ilsilsilp kasisip kitdimiz, which he renders as "Wird einigten uns iiber 
diese Angelegnheit" without any additional explanation. 

1.11. oril, qodi' (L. 9 and L. 10): To my knowledge, this is the only case in 
vyhich oru ''upper, upwards" and qodi" "below, down, downward" were 
applied to the description of the borders of the land concerned, thus 
signifying "on the north" and "on the south" respectively. In their places, 
we commonly encounter ta,,di'n "on the north (lit. on the side of the 
mountain, in the direction of the mountain)" and kitndun "on the south 
(lit. on the_ side of the sun, in the direction of the sun)." Accordingly, no 
reference is made to them in Professor R. Rahmeti Arat's elaborate 
study: "-Ober die Orientations-Bezeichnungen im Tiirkischen" in Aspects 
of Altaic Civilization, ed. by D. Sinor; Indiana University Publications, 
Uralic and Altaic Series 23, 1963. pp. 177-195. Taking the opportunity 
of this writing, I should like to propose that these two should be added 
to the list of the words denoting directions by Professor Rahmeti Arat. 
They might possibly have been so used under some particular geo
graphical circumstances. Even so, they certainly indicate directions in 
the present context. 

1.12. Lusai {L. 11): The word seems to denote a Chinese personal name. 
I .I 3. bayra (L. 11): The meaning of the word is not clear. Hence, the inter

pretation as a name of a canal is only tentative. 
l.14. tari"zun (L. 14): Tari·- means "to cultivate, farm" (BrMK 196, RdWb 

III 846). The passage from L. 12 to L. 14 bears on a declaration of the 
vendee's right, which is in accord with the then accepted usage. Never
theless, in no other examples, so far as I know, occurs tari"zun "he may 
farm," in place of which tutzun "he may keep" was in common use. 
Cf. Appendix, 5. In my original article in Japanese, tari"- was wrongly 
taken for tiiri-, though no such word as tiiri- was known, which was then 
assumed to be ~omewhat synonymous with the former. 

1.15. quam (L. 17): The word qa-rn means "my relatives" as well known 
already. Here, however, we may probably be allowed to consider that 
a word qadasi"m "my relatives" was dropped for some reason, as qa-m 
was most usually found in combination with qadas-i'ni. 
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1.16. yulr(a)li' al7(a)li' (L. 17): In the earlier form of this article, the suffix 
involved here was read as -7lz "Dever bale Substantive" (vGAG §ll 1 ). 
Later, it was kindly suggested by my colleague Masao Mori that it should 
be taken as -yal'i, a commoner converbal suffix. Since -rali' is more likely 
to fit the context than ~rli', whose function is nothing but "Tater" (vGAG 
ibid.), I have followed his suggestion in this article, although the writing 
itself does not show a in between r and l. 

1.17. [bu], [iki] (L. 18): In the passages concerned with reparation, the oc
currence of these words is regular enough to allow us to supply the text 
with them. Cf. Appendix, 6.2.2. 

1.18. For lack of space, the writer of the document must have been forced to 
omit his name, which should have been written in the ensuing part of 
the paper. 

2. 2734[a][b] (17, u8, 1). 25 by 8 cm. [a]: 6 lines, [b]: 3 (?) words. [Plate 2]. 
The paper of the documents is thin, whitish and of fine quality. A text 

relating to a loah of millet is written on the side of [a], and the title of the 
document on the other side [b ]. The paper, originally folded into four both 
lengthwise and breadthwise, shows wear along the lengthwise creases. Fortu
nately, the text itself is scarcely damaged by the wear. 

An oblong seal, which is 2.5 cm. long and 1.7 wide, is placed in Chinese 
ink at the beginning and the end of the text. The seal is supposed to have 
been mad·e from wood since closer inspection reveals something like the grain 
of wood on its ·surface. 

Transcription: 

[a] I) bars y:il alfinc ay iki otuz-qa ma71a yigadmis 
2) -ka tiis-ka ii~~r kargak bolup . c:aran-fin waptsu-tu 
3) -nu71 kii.ri-si iiza . iki siq ii~r alt:im . ya711-ta 
4) yararlly tiis-i birla koni biriirman . birginc:a yoq bar 
5) bolsar man oylum Qawsu71 koni birz-iin . tanuq bayan 
6) tanuq qumanu . bu tamra biz ikagii-nii71 ol man wapc;lsu-tu bitid(im) 

[b] I) yigadmis-ni71 
2) ??? bitigi 

Translation: 

On the twenty second, the sixth month, the year [ of] tiger, for me, 
Yigadmish, being in need of millet with interest, from Chaghan, by the meas
ure of Faptsu-tu, I received two siq of millet. At the new [harvest], I will right
ly give [back] with the suitable interest. Before to give [back], if I disappear, 
my son, Qawsung, shall give [back] exactly. Witness, Bayan. Witness, Qumanu. 
This seal is that of us, two. I, Faptsu-tu have written. 
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Title: The ... document of Yigadmish. 

Notes: 

2.i. yigadmis (L. 1) : The name of the obligor, which is a genuine Turkish 
one. Yigad- means "besser werden, besiegen" (vGAG s. 354). 

2.2. iiyr (L. 2): Uyur is another possible transcription of this word followed 
by Radloff and Malov in USp 120 and 123. Radloff further discusses 
its meaning: "Es handelt sich in Dbergabe von sieben Scheffel (Kiiri) 
uyur. uyur muss also eine Feld- oder Gartenfrucht sein. Es konnte 
aber auch eine Art Land bedeuten, wenn kiiri hier ein Feldmass bezei
chnen wiirde, namlich so viel Land, wie zum Aussaat eines Scheffels 
notig ist." (USp s. 213). The same word is found to be read as ilr as well 
by Radloff in no less than three documents (USp 14, 31, 32). In DSp 14, 
he first defined its meaning as a kind of "Ernte der Acker" (s. 18), but 
later redefined it as a kind of fields for "Verbesserungen" (s. 18). No 
mention is given about the ii.r in the other two, nor its meaning in their 
context, by Radloff. l\!Ialov, too, takes· its meaning as "HasBaHHe rrarnHH 
(name of fields)" {USp s. 302). My opinion is that it is rather Radloff's 
earlier given meaning rather than his later which seems to fit the context 
better. It may be pointed out that ii,r was counted as on:e of farm prod
ucts (borluq akin)_ in Usp p. 18. Radloff, considering it as borluq as} 
failed to get its right meaning. On this point, we may further refer not 
only to ogur=yogur "Hirse" in Mal:imud al-Kas-yari's dictionary (BrMK 
pp. 132, 94), but also to YHr (::Ii§?. yu-erh) with a Chinese gloss lfFf mi-tsu 
in the HIIY 24r. Klaproth inferred the meaning of the Chinese gloss as 
"Gekochter Reiss" (J. Klaproth, Abhandlungen i'tber die Sprache und 
Schrift der Uiguren, Paris, 1820. p. 14). The inference is right for mi 
only but not _for mi-tsu as a whole. M i-tsu actually means millet ~' and 
sometimes a particular kind of millet, namely, Mongolian millet (MDKJ 
VIII p. 920). To be sure, ogii.r, ii.r and n?r are varied transcriptions of 
one and the same word. In the present article, I have transcribed it as 
ii~?r, to which the meaning "millet" is assigned. 

2.3. Ca-yan (L. 2): The obligee's name meaning "white", being a Mongolian 
name, forms contrast with a Turkish name of the obligor. 

2.4. Waptsu-tu (L. 2): A name of a person, occurring twice in the text, first 
in L. 2 and then in L. 6. The writing of the name in this line can also be 
read: Wabunsu-tu. That the same name in L. 6 is written as Wabdsu 
with d in stead of t, however, makes it evident that it should be tran
scribed as Wabtsu-tu, Waptsu-tu. Incidentally it may here be remarked 
that those names transcribed by Radloff and Malov as Yabunsu (USp 74, 
88, 109) and Yabursu (USp 74) should be read Waptsu. Though this was 
a very popular name, it was, no doubt, that of a Chinese Buddhist monk. 
It was Professor F. W. Cleaves who kindly called my attention to the 
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apparent correspondence between this and Chinese ritR fa-tsu. That 
wap is in correspondence with Chinese $ fa is well known already. 
Cf. vGAG s. 350. The second element -tsu, however, may also correspond 
to other Chinese, for instances,~ tsing, vrl ts(ang and so. Cf. B. Csongor, 
Chinese in the Uighur script of the T'ang-period, Acta Orientalica 
(Hung), II, 1952, Nos. 104, 119. It is interesting that both of .the princi
pals concerned with this contract was seemingly a Turkish and a Mongol 
respectively, ~hile the third party who played rather an important role 
in the drawing up of the contract appears to have been a Chinese. 

2.5. kuri (L. 3): There are many instances where kiiri was used as a meas
ure of capacity and sometimes as a measure of land as well. In this con
text, the word must have stood for a vessel of some kind or a dry meas
u!e· ~i\Te may reasonably infer that it originally denoted a vessel of some 
kind, then came to stand for a measure of corns and finally aquired a 
meaning as a measure of land. 

2.6. siq (L. 3): To the best of my knowledge, siq in the sense of a measure 
of land was adopted in secular documents alone. It is confirmed by this 
example that siq, like kilri) was originally used as a measure of capacity. 

2.7. ya71i'-ta (L. 3): Literally this means "at new." The common expression 
to state the term of repayment was kuz yaYJi'-ta "Autumn,· at new 
(harvest)". Thus, intentionally or unintentionally, kilz must have been 
omitted from the text. 

2.8. yarayli'y tusi birlii (L. 4): It was a common practice that the interest to 
be payed at the time of repayment was the same amount of goods as 
borrowed. Therefore, the expression yara-yli'y Wsi birlii "with suitable 
interest" should be understood in this sense. A remarkable fact about 
this loan document is that the passage concerning repayment is con
siderably shortened as compared with the other like ones. Cf. M; Mori, 
A Study on Uygur Documents of Loans for Consumption, Memoirs of 
the Research Departnient of the Toyo Bunko) No. 20, Tokyo, 1961. 
pp. 124-132. 

2.9. yoqbar bol- (L. 4-L. 5): In most other cases bar yoq bol- appears in such 
a context, but in some other we also find such expressions as istin 
tastrn bol- "to be outside or inside" (USp 47), oru qodi' bol- "to be up
wards or downwards" (USp 67) and istin tasti'n bar yoq bol- (USp 12). 
Some scholars have translated them: "to die." However, their close 
resemblance to some Chinese expressions such as J[fifil~1=E tung hsi pu 
tsai "to be not present in the east or west" and *Will~ tung hsi t'ao pi 
"to run away east or west, i.e. to escape or to wander" has been pointed 
out first by Professor Cleaves in relation to the Mongolian expression 
'Yadana dotona od- "to go outside or inside" (F. W. Cleaves, An early 
Mongolian loan contract from Qara Qoto, Harvard Journal of Asiatic 
Studies XVIII, 1955. pp. 15, 38) and then by Professor Mori with a de-
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tailed discussion (Mori, ibid., 1961. pp. 133-142). For the reading of bar involved herein, I am indebted to Professor 0. Pritsak, who has kindly read my first draft in 1960. 
2.10. biz ikagu (L. 6): "We, both." It is certain that biz ikagu referred to 

Yigadmis and his son Qawsung, namely the obligor and his guarantor. I shall make a further study of this problem in other opportunity. 
2.11. A remark on the title of the document on [b]. It is very unfortunate that what seems to precede bitigi can not be made out even on careful exami

nation of the original. It might have been struck out by the writer 
himself. 

3. Fragments. 

3.1. 1097[a] (uy-2). 12 by 34 cm. 27 lines. [Plate 3] 
The paper of the document is fairly thick and whitish. The top and the bottom of the paper are largely lost. The beginning and the end of the lines are missing. Though the beginning of the text is lost, its close is mostly preserved. ·on the lower end of the last of the extant lines, traces of a seal can still be discerned. 
The paper is full to wrinkles and is in poor condition. There is a large rent in the center of the text and smaller holes have been eaten into it. 
Even in this short remainder of the original text, we find some conventional expressions for a sale contract: in L. 1-L. 3 a statement that the price was fixed by mutual consent; in L. 4-L. 5 a reference to the payment of the price; in L. 14-L. 15 a declaration of the vendee's right; in L. 17-L. 22 a claim that no demurrer to the contract by the vendors' families would be admitted; and in L. 24-L. 25 a register of the names of the witnesses. There will be no doubt about their identification. Although there is a torn place covering Ls. 6-13 and many characters in them are hardly identifiable, we may duly infer from the words OYJduri "east" in L. 6, adi'rar "divide(s)" in Ls. 8 and 13 and ogan "canal" in several of Ls. 6-13 that the object of sale was land. 
L. 23 might refer to some matter to be attended. L. 27 as well might be concerned with a certain entry made after the register of the writer's name 

was done. 
From Ls. 4 and 6 we know that more than a single vendor were involved in the contract since the pronoun biz "we" is used and that one of them was BiisiiYJ. The vendee's name was Saqa Apa Tutu'l'/, which occurs in full in L. 1 

and in part in Ls. 5, 21, and 22. 

Transcription: 

1) -- saqa apa tutu'l'/-qa --
2) -- (i)nca soz-lasdimiz --
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3) (-q)a iiz-iisdiim(ii)z -
4) -- iiz-a biz biisii77 --
5) - (tu)tu77 yma tiikal -
6) -- suvaq ogan . o-l'/di'tri --
7) -- turti yir ogan --
8) · · ir tas ogan a(ir(ar) --
9) • • ta qanar(?) arti(?) tastim(?) -

10) • • si yiiz tiir • • • • --
rI) .. it yir - qod1 -
12) .. tiri bagi -- .... --
13) .. • .. • - (a)d1rar . -
14) - mi77 -- kiin --
15) - taplasar o(zi) (tut) z-un . -
16) -- biz biisii77 -- • • ay:itm(az-un) --
17) - (ar)kliig bag isi kiicin -
18) -- (b)iz-ni77 inimiz oylumuz --
19) -- alyalI s(aq:in)sar-lar --
20) -- ta77inca iki iiliis yir --
21) - (qor)luy bolz-un . saqa apa -
22) -- bitig tutup saqa apa --
23) - · · i-ni77 tolii su(?) yor:in(?) -
24) -- tutuq tanuq . cud•• am --
25) -- · • ulu tutu77 · · · si --
26) · · u bu bitig ? ? -
27) - · - lasap ? ? ? -

Translation 

I) - to Saqa Apa Tutung --
2) -- we have talked each other as follows --
3) -- we have decided on --
4) -- at••·, we, Biisiing --
5) --_ Tutung, also, completely --
6) -- canal irrigating -- . On the east --
7) - ? ? ? ? canal -
8) -- ? Tas canal divides. --
9) - ? ? ? ?? ? -

10) - ? hundred ? --
11) -- ? land -- downwards --
12) - ? the bag - ? -
13) -- ? ? -- divides. --
14) -- thousand (years and ten thousand) days --
15) -- if he likes, he may (keep it) for his own. --
16) -- we Biisiing -- shall not ask. --
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I 7) -- (taking) the might of powerful bag and his company --
18) -- our younger brothers, sons --
19) ·-- if they intend to seize --
20) -- two pieces of the portion-land of the same with --
21) - shall be damaged. Saqa Apa -
22) -- holding (this) document, Saqa Apa --
23) - ? ?? ? ? ? -
24) -- Tutuq. Witness, cud am. 
25) - · · Tutung -
26) ? this document ? ? 
27) - ? ? ? ? --

3.2. 1108 (1, uy, 27). 30 by 8.5 cm. 3.5 lines. [Plate 3] 

The paper of the document is brown and of medium thickness. The latter 
half of the text is missing. The beginning of the existing lines as well is lost. 
The text is written in relatively large script. The paper used was also fairly 
large. 

A round seal 3 cm. in diameter is affixed in the center between the first 
and the third of the extant lines and also in the upper encl of the last, though 
only the lower half of the seal is left in the case of the latter. 

There is no doubt that the part .. nca oru qoff/ qodi' was originally fol
lowed by the word bolsar at the end of L. 1, thus making as a whole an expres
sion peculiar to the documents about loans for consumption, that is to say, 
"before repaying, if I escape." Cf. 2.9 above. 

The obligor was Qut Arslan Sa'l'/iin whose name is seen in L. 4, and his 
son Trdu/Tardu Kun Arslan.Arm stood security for his father's loan. 

There is very little doubt as to the inference that Ls. 2 and 3 ought to be 
supplied with bolsar or bolsar 11i(a)n and cari'm qi'l- respectively at the end, in 
view of the cases of other Uigur documents of this kind. Similarly, since the 
number of guarantors in all the documents about loans were two .alone, so far 
as I know, it is quite likely that no other guarantors were mentioned in L. 4. 
(Here we must exclude the example of USp 113 in which five guarantors are 
mentioned and which Radloff considers as a practice writing.) Thus there 
seems to have been nothing but bu "this" in the rest of L. 4. In short, the 
missing part on the upper half of the fragment must not have been very large, 
possibly no more than 5 to 6 cm. in length. Accordingly, the original last line 
does not seem to have contained more than a segment -nu'l'/ al "that of." 

It is customary with loan documents of this kind to have a seal both at 
the beginning and at the end, occasionally at the middle as well, of the text. 
Thus we may reasonably assume that the extant corresponded to a part of the 
latter half of the original. The use of the expression bu sawda in L. 3 requires 
our special attention: first such an expression as to signify "for this word" 
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seldom occurs before a register of witnesses and second only one. other among 
all kinds of deeds is so far known in which saw is adopted in stead of the 
ordinary Turkish soz meaning ''word." According to Radloff_ who rendered 
this exceptional example (USp 67), such expression is earlier ·(USp, pp. 120, 
290; RdWb IV 410). It is also observed that the seal placed in the document 
in question seems to be not the obligor's but his son's. If so, then such would 
be a very rare case. However, the text: "(this) seal is mine, Qut Arslan 
Sa:ryiin('s) [ and also] my son's, Trdu ... " permits of an interpretation that the 
seal might belong to both of them. Indeed, it is not very uncommon that a 
single seal was owned jointly by two or more persons. Cf. Appendix, 7.2.1. 

The names of the father and his son, a bold hand on a large paper and 
the use of an utterly new paper-all these together with an old-fashioned style 
of writing suggest that they were of some social standing. 

Transcription: 

1) --- · · .. · · .... · nca orii qofi 
2) -- oylum · tr-du kiin arslan arm koni birz-iin cam 
3) -- · · m(a)z-un bu sawda tanuq ata . tanuq Y1Jiir nom . 
4) -- t(a)mya man qut arslan sa'l'Jiin-nii77 oylum trdu 

Translation 

Before the repayment, (when I will) disappear, my son Tardu Kiin Arslan 
Arm shall give back exactly, shall not cause troubles. For this word, the wit
ness: Ata, the witness: Yingiir Norn. (This) seal is (that) of me, Qut Arslan 
Sangi.in, (of) my son Tardu (Kiin Arslan Arm). 

3.3. 1792[ a] (11, uo, 46). 10 by 6.5 cm. 3 lines. 

The paper is of a faded brown color and of medium thickness. On the 
back of the paper is found another document (1792[b]). An oval seal, 3 by 
2 cm. in size, is impressed in Chinese ink. 

A mere fragment. On the place of the date at the· beginning of the text 
we find a seal. It is certain that the word yu1J-laq-li';1 "for use" was followed by 
kiirgiik ·bolup "being necessary", which then as a whole gave an expression 
common in sale contracts or those follow them in the form. Cf. Appendix, 2.1. 
In any case, the text must have been about a contract. 

Transcription: 

1) it yil bisinc (ay) 
2) yu'l'Jlaq-li:y o · · · -
3) --- tuna b · · · 

Translation: 

On ...... , the fifth month, the year of dog, ...... for use. 
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3.4. 2149[a] (13, uT, 58). 14 by 4.5 cm. 3 lines. 

The paper of the document is light brown, of medium thickness and of 
tough quality. There is another document on the back of the paper. A round 
seal, 2 cm. in diameter and impressed in Chinese ink, is still in existence. 
Because the text bears a date and a seal at the beginning, and contains an 
expression kargak bol- "being necessary", it may safely be assumed that the 
document was either a sale or a loan contract. The date in L. 3 appears to have 
referred to that of repayment, and, if so, this must have been a· loan contract. 
The dates of repayment were seldom expressed in loan documents. The usual 
practices were: no term of repayment was particularly mentioned in the case 
of loans of land; the time of harvest in autumn was in general given in the 
case of loans of farm products such as sesame, wine, cotton cloth and corn; 
the monthly interest only was usually written down in the case of loans of 
money (kibniis "silver"). We find, however, mention of the date of repayment 
in a loan contract of money (USp 113), and as for quabu, there is also a 
reliable instance (USp 85). In this text, too, it appears that quabu stood after 
such a large number as yilz "hundred." 

A passing remark about the document 2149 [b] on the reverse side of the 
present one. Though the handwriting on [a] is similar to that on [b], they 
were certainly written by different hands. In the two of the existing lines of 
the text are found signatures of the witness and the writer, and a seal is placed 
at the end of the text. This seal, of course, differs from the one on [ a]. These 
facts seem to suggest a strong possibility that [b] was either a sale or a loan 
contract document. However, even the deeds other than the sale and loan 
documents usually carried the signatures of the witnesses and the writers as 
well as seals at the end of the texts. Thus, being unable to form my conclusion 
about its classification, I had .to omit this [b] in this article. 

Transcription: 

1) ud y:il uciinc ay bir y(a17i:qa?) -
2) kargak bolti: tak · · -tin yuz --
3) ay bir ya171qa ? ? --

Translation: 

On the first (of the first decade of) the third month, the year of ox, it 
became in need of ...... , ...... from Tak .... a hundred of ....... On the 
first, the ...... month, ..... . 

3.5. 2150[a] (13, uT, 58). 7.5 by 5.5 cm. 4 lines. 

A tough light brown paper of medium thickness is used .. A round. .seal 
having a diameter of 3 cm. is impressed in Chinese ink. 

Yiiz quabu can be considered as an additional remark inserted between 
t(i)n and alt(i)1n in L. L The placement of a seal between them _seems to have 
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some significance. As for quabu) see 1.9 above. The expression in Ls. 3 and 4 
are common in the documents about loans for consumption. Hence we may regard this as a fragment of such a document. 

Transcription: 

1) -- ·•tin yii.z quabu alfim 
2) - man birginca 
3) - koni birz-iin 
4) --· tamya man 

Translation: 

...... I have received a hundred quabu from ...... I. ..... until. ..... , 
...... shall give exactly. (This) seal. ..... me ..... . 

4. Glossary 

ad:in I 2) 14) 

adfr- I 9) 10) 11) 12) ; III 3 .1 8) 
13) 

al- I 9) 17) 19); 2 3); 3.1 19); 

3.5 2) 

alti:nc 2 1) 

aram I 1) 

Arslan v. Qut Arslan Sar;iin, Trdu 
· Run Arslan S~b;giin 

Ata 3.2 3) 

At:i Qutlur Tas I 4) 
ay 1 1) ; 2 1) ; 3 .4 1) 

ay:it-
. agsiik 
Ar 
arklig 

I 15) ; 3 . I 16) 

I 8) 

v. Bag Ar Sar;giin 
I 13) 16) 

Arm v. Trdu Kiln Arslan Arm 
Ba7ra I 11) 

bars 2 1) 

Bayan 2 5) 
bag I 16); 3.1 17) 

Bak Ar Sar;iin l 21) 
bila I 3) 

bir 
bir-

birla 

l 1) 7); 3.4 1) 3) 

I 8) 19) ; 2 4) 5) ; 3 . 2 2) ; 

3.5 3) 4) 

2 4) 

birok 
bis 
bisinc 
biti
bitig 
biz 
bol-

Bor;a 
bu 

Biirt 
Biisiir; 
Ca7an 
cam 

I 16) 

I 6) 7) 

3.3 1) 

2 6) 

1 6) 19) ; 2 [b] ; 3 . 1 22) 26) 
2 6) ; 3 .1 4) 16) 

1 2) 13) 20) 21) ; 2 2) 5) ; 3 .1 
21); 3.4 2) 

1 21) 

1 6) 9) 12) 17) 19) 22) ; 2 6) ; 
3.1 26); 3.2 3), 

v. Yig Biirt 
3.1 4) 16) 

2 2) 

3.2 2) 
ic (uc ?) 1 4) 

ici I 3) 15) 20) 

ikagii 2 6) 
iki 2 1) 3) ; 3. I 20) 

Ina.I v. Yanyaq 
inca I 5) ; 3 .1 2) 
ini I 15) 20); 3.1 18) 
ista- I 16) 

is 
it 
kargak 
kidin 

l 16) ; 3 .1 17) 

3.3 1) 

I 2) ; 2 2) ; 3 . 4 2) 

I 11) 
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Kidin Q1ra ·1 3) . 

kisi 1 14) 

Ki tarig V. Q J.Zl 
koni 2 4) 5); 3.2 2); 3.5 4) 

ki.ic 1 16) 17); 3.1 17) 

Kiln v. Trdu 
kiln 1 6) 13) 

kiiri 2 3) 

Lusai 1 11) 

man 1 1) 7) 8) 15) 20) 22); 2 1) 

4) 5) 6) ; 3. 2 4) ; 3. 5 3) 5) 

mi~-· 1 12); 3·_1 14). 

v. Y7)tir Norn 

orul 2 5) ; 3 .1 8) ; 3. 2 2) 4) 

ol 1 22) ; 2 6) 

1 17) 18) 

1 6) 7) ; 2 1) 

1 14) 

oq 
otuz 
odktir

ogan 

07)Allifl. 
or;diiri 

1 9) 10) 11) 18),; 3 . 1 6) 7) 8) 

1 9)-10) . 

3.1 6) 

orii : · · · 1 9) '.; 3. 2 1) 

ozi 1 14) 

qa 1 1~ 1~ 2~ 

q?,d_4s : · 1 · 15) 1 20) 

Qancur 1 3) 1
, 

Qara Yan Yig Biirt 1 1) 

Qawsn7J 2 5) 

qn- 1 6) 11) 

Q1ra v. Kidin 
Q 1.z"i Kita.rig 1 3) 

qod"i 1 10); 3.1 11) ; 3:2 1) 

qor 1 19) 21) 

qoyn 1 1). 

quabu 1 5) 6) 7) ; 3 . 5 1). 

Qumanu 2 6) 

Qut Arslan Sa7Jtin : 3.2 4) 

Qutlur Tas 1 7) 13) 18) 19) 

san- 1 8) 

Saqa Apa Tutu7) 3 .1 1) 21) 22) 

saq"in- r 17). 

sat- 1 4) 14) 

1 5) 

3.2 3) 

safir 
saw 

Sa1Jiin v. Bag Ar Sfo;1tin, Qut Arslan_ 

Sa7Jtin 
sffi 

sozlas-

1 9) 12) 

1 5) ; 3. 1 2) 

Suyaq (suwaq ?) 3 .1 6) 

sti7)tis 1 22) 

siq 1 4)-; 2 3) 

tamra 1 22) ; 2 6); 3.24);;3.55) 

tanuq 1 21) 22) ; 2 5) 6) ; 3.1 24); 

3.2 3) 

tapla- 1 13) 14) ; 3.1 15) 

taq"i 1 16) 

tar1- 1 14) 

tawar 1 2) 

ta7Jinca 1 18) ; 3.1 20) 

toruru 1 4) 

tomlldu 1 5) 

Torcat 1 10) 

tort 1 12) 

Trdu Kun Arslan Arm 3.2 2) 4) 

tut- 1 16) ; 3 .1 22) 

Tutu7) 3 .1 25); v. Saqa Apa Tutu7) 

Tutuq 3. 1 24) 

ttikal 1 8); 3.1 5) 

ttiman 

tus 
ttiz 

ud 

uc 

tictin 

1 13) 

2 2) 4) 

1 3) 

3.4 1) 

1 5) 7) 

1 2) 

tictinc 3 .4 1) 

tiltis 1 4); 3.1 20) 

ti-g.r 2 2) 3) 

tiza 1 7) 12) ; 2 3) ; 3 4) 

tiztis- 1 6) ; 3. 1 3) 

Yan v. _Qara Yan Yig Burt 
ya7J"i_ 1 1); 2 3) ;: 3.4 3) 

Yanyaq Ina.I 1 11) 

yararl"ir 2 4) 

yarat- 1 18) 
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yn 1 1) 13); 2 1) ; 3 .3 1); 3.4 1) yma 1 8)·; 3.1 5) 

y111aq 1 9) 10) 11) Y11i.ir Norn 3.2 3) 

Yig Biirt 1 8) 15) 20) 22) ; V. Qara yoq 1 2) ; 2 4) 

Yan Yig Burt yul- 1 17) 

Yigadmis 2 1), [b] ym;la- 1 2) ; 3. 3- 2) 

yir 1 4) 9) 10) 11) 12) 18) ;. 3.1 yi.iz 1 6) 7); 3.J 10); 3.4 2) 

7) 11) 20) Waptsu-tu 2 2) 6) 

Appendix The Forms of the Uigur -Documents of 

Sales Contract 

87 

As I have said in the introduction of the main part, it is nece~sary for a 
full comprehension of the contents of each individual document to compare 
it with other similar ones. Such a comparison will not only lead to th~ under
standing of the true significance of the text· of a given document in the light 
of common expressions and terms it has with the others compared, but also 
make it possible to gather its historical and social settings through their. differ
ences in expression. The identification of common stylized expressions. in tl1<:m 
at the first stage of study will provide criteria for the recognition of differences 
from each other c;i.t the next stage. The aim of the pres~nt study is thus to 
identify such stylized expressions in the Uigur documents of sales contrac,t. 

All the yet made known Uigur documents under this classification col
lected by 6tani's expeditions are those concerning the transfer of. land-owner~ 
ship. Some collections in other countries also contain some documents relating 
to the slave trade. The contract documents relating to the sale of; lan9- .. has the 
same form with those concerning the slave trade except for an item to describe 
the boundaries of a given piece of land for sale in the former. Therefore, we 
may regard this form, as conventionalized for the sales contracts generally. 
Moreover, we may refer to the documents of reciprocity as those which ,con
form to them in form (only those about the exchange ·of land are so far known 
as such). The contract documents o{ indentures and those concerning, the 
adoption of a child also have certain expressions in common with those of 
sales contract. Thus, I have made occasional reference to them either in thi~ 
study. 

The contents of the Uigur documents of sales contract may be itemized 
as in the following. · 

§1. Date. [AJ. 
§"2. Subject of Contract: Vendor, Vendee, Object of Sales, Price. 

1. Vendor and Reason of his Sale. [BJ 

2 .. Vendee, Object of Sale and Price. [CJ [D a,. b, c, d] 
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§3. Confirmation of Payment. [E] 
§4. Boundaries of Land. [F] 
§5. Declaration of New Owner's Right. [G] 
§6. Security and Penalty for the Breach of Contract. 

1. Security. [H] · 
2. Penalty for the. Breach of Contract. 
2.1. In Case of the Breach of Contract. [I] 
2.2. Penalty for the Breach of Contract to be Effected among the 

Parties Concerned. [J a, b] 
2.3. Official Penalty. [K] 
2.4. Sp.ecial Cases. [La, b, c] 

§7. Postscript (Witness, Signature and Writer). 
1. The Witness's Register. [M] 
2. Signature. 
2;1. Vendor's Signature. [Na] 
2.2. Nisan of the Witness and others. [Nb] 
3; Writer. [O] 

§8. Additional Statement. [P] 

The materials referred to for the present study consist of those seventeen pieces of sale contract documents as listed below which. I had the opportunity to study when I was writing the original form of this article in 1960. USp 15 which was then put in the materials was, however, excluded from them in this stu.dy, .for it was later found to be a document concerning a loan on a pledge of land. In principle those new materials I came across in the collections in Berlin and other places. were not taken into consideration here. It is my wish to revise this article thoroughly in the near future when I have finished reading them. 

§L Date 

[A]° <Term of the Animal Cy~le) y'il, (Ordinal) ay, (Cardinal)-qa: "on 
(the) year (of)( ) , ((the) ... (th)) month, <(the) ... (th day))". 

The use of the animal cycle, ordinals and cardinals to mark the years, the months and the days respectively was a long established Turkish tradition dating from the days of the T'u-k'ile ?Rfi- For the first and the twelfth months only, however, aram/aram derived from the same root with present-day Arabic mid;arram1) and cqspt / caxsapat derivative from Sunskrit sikiapada2 ) respectively were adopted. 

( I ) RdWb I 8, 263. · 
( 2) As derivatives from cxspat and cqspat occur varied forms of. this word such as. cxsaput, caxsaput, caxsapat and caqsapat. According to vGAG s. 306, the word was also written cixsapad in tht'! -documents in Manichean script and in Sogdian. Cf. RdWb I 8. 
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Abbreviatious Collectors Places of Studies Plates Examined Discovery 

Radloff 1906, 1928 
USp 13 (T M 224) A. Griinwedel Turfan Le Coq 1918 

MaJioB 1951 
Le Coq 1918 

16 (TM 206; Radloff 1906, 1928 
II II II Le Coq 191_8 Le Coq 1918 Mainz 693) 

MaJioB 1951 
II 56 D. Klementz II Radloff 1899, 1928 
II 57 II II II " 

, II 61' (TIID 373) · A.··von Le Coq II Radloff 1928 
II 107 H. H. KpoTKoB Urmuchi II 

II 108 II II " 
" 109 If II II 

II 110 II II " 
II 114 II II " 

Rams III G. Mannerheim " Ramstedt 1940 ibid. 

Ma. DUD 2 C. E. MaJioB Turfan MaJIOB 1927 ibid. 
Ma. Pa 2 H. H. KpoTKoB Astana MaJIOB _ 1951 ibid. 

Feng. 1 Sino-Swedish Kucha Feng 1954 ibid. 
Expedition T'u-lu-fan k'ao-ku-chi 

Feng, Bin 2 Chinese Expedi- T f 
tioil ur an Feng 1958 ibid. 

Haneda 1916 Sai-iki Koko-zufu 
Ot. Ry 543 Otani Expedition " Mori 1960 Haneda 1916 (1958) 

Monumenta Serindica VI 
Ot. Ry 1414[a] II " Yamada 1961 ibid. 

The date marking in this way the year, the month and the day was placed 
at the very beginning of the texts. In this connection, Professor Caferoglu re
marks that there seem to have been instances, though very few, of the contract 
documents which bore no date as well as of the documents under no particular 
subjects which had their date at the close3). Nevertheless, the only example of 
the documents with the date put at the end of their text is pledges of some 
kind4). It may be safely considered, in effect, that not only the contract docu
ments of sales or loans but also those of the character of deeds of various kinds 
were all marked with a date at the beginning of their text. 

It is evident from what was stated in their text £opowing the date that, 
in case of sales contract documents, the date should be regarded as referring 
to that of the writing, or the closing of the contract or the bargain, although 
the price could have been sometimes paid at a different date from that given 
( 3) Caferoglu Ahmet, "Uygularda Hukuk ve Maliye Ist1lahlan" Tilrkiyat Mecumast IV, 

Istanbul 1934. In which he cities USP 51 as an example of a document without a date 
(p. 8, note 1), which, however, may be due to a misprint .for USp 50. For USp 
51, as a document of indentures, bears its date at the top of the text. It is true 
that USp 50 has no date put in the text; but it was supposedly a kind of the books. All 
the undated in USp are in fact fragments and their date must have been placed some
where in the part now missing. 

( 4) USp 40 and USp 41. Both are drafts with the same contents. 
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m the document, of which more will be said later in this article. 

"§2. Subject of Contract: Vendor and Vendee, Object of Sale, Price. 

Next to the date comes an item of Subject of Contract, wherein were 
stated the vendor's and the vendee's names, the object of sale, the object as 
a medium of payment, and the price. 

2.1. Vendor and Reason of Sale. 

[BJ mar;a, <Name of the Vendor)-qa, yur;laqli'y <Object) kargiik bolup: 
"To me, to ( ) , beil}g in need of ( ) for use". 

By using such a conventional statement, the name of the vendor and then 
the reason of his sale were provided. We must note here that the number of 
vendors involved in individual contracts was not always single but varied. 
It was two in not a few cases (USp 16, 107, 108; Rams III), three (USp 57), or 
more though as such is known only one instance among sales contract docu
ments (Ma.Pa. 2). When the number of vendors was more than one, bizi?'Jii 
"to us" in place of maYJa was sometimes adopted in the above expression5

), 
and the listing of their names were immediately followed by a word ikiigil 
"two" or biz ikiigil "we two" in case of two vendors, and by olar "they" in 
case of more. In the last mentioned case, the names of two vendors only were 
mentioned and those of the rest were omitted by adding, in stead, to the text 
the words baslap onluqlar "the company of ten(-men) headed by". The same 
one recurs throughout the text without listing their respective names. At any 
rate, as the one who took responsibility for a given contract, the vendor 
put his seal at the close of the text. The same applied to the contract in 
which two or more vendors were involved, an indication of perfect joint 
responsibility; 

' The statement ... kiirgak bolup "being necessary ... " was in common 
use for documents of the nature of sales or loans contract as well, not to speak 
of genuine sales contract documents·6). The object specified here as being 
necessary were either boz "cotton cloth" or hilmils "silver" in the overwhelm
ing majority of instances with the exception of an instance each for qarcli'-y 

( 5 ) Though mar;a and bizir;a correspond respectively to dative forms of the first person 
singular and plural pronouns, instances can be observed in which more than one 
vendor are represented by mar;a (for two vendors USp 19, 108; for three USp 57). Apart 
from its linguistic interpretation, it may imply a standarization of the form of such 
documents. Ramsteadt, reading the corresponding part in Rams III: biz jeng-ke m(a~usi 
edgil bir ogul-qa biz ikegu-kii, renders it: ''When we, Jeng and Mausi-Edgii, only son, 
when we two ... ". But as far as I could ascertain by the plate, it should be trans
literated: biz-ir;-kii 1nausi· edgu beg orul . .. " Then, this document also conforms to 
the form. 

( 6) With a single exception of a adoptive document concerning a child in which appears 
an expression in order to cultivate boruzHa kind of corn for feed stuff] (Ma.01 1), this 
is common to all such documents, • 
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which seems to have denoted "expense" at large and for tawar signifying 
"property". There are also three instances in which Chinese paper currency 
cau (from ~J; ch(ao) was designated here (USp 15; Feng.Bin 2). In short, the 
usual practice was to name something passable as a circulating medium which 
the vendor wanted to obtain by selling his property, that is to say, something 
equivalent in value to its price. 

As for qarCli"y and tawar, however, they were not what he asked for as 
such. The former, deciphered by Radloff (USp 16), is a word of rare occur
rence and we have then no other choice than to accept, at present, his inter
pretation as "expense(s)" as well as his transliteration7l. In the text in ques
tion, the words signifying for use which are expected to precede this word in 
such a document is not found. The latter tawar, oh the other hand, occurs 
passim. Yet, since diverse interpretations have been hitherto placed to its 
meaning, I shall make a few remarks on it. 

Radloff first transliterated the word as tajar but left its meaning as yet 
unidentified (USp. ss.8, 48). His transliteration was later ammended as tawar, 
whose meaning he inferred as ''an specific commodity (eine bestimmte Ware)" 
(Usp. s. 78). Malov, at the time of his revision of Radolff's original, assigned to 
it a meaning "Chinese fabric (1mTa:ticKa.H MaTepirn)" without affording any 
ground for his identification (USp. s. 293). But he seems to have become doubt
ful about it 1ater8). The earliest known use of the word is encountered in the 
Sine-usu inscription dating from the eighth century A.D., wherein it appears 
to denote "property" apparently inclusive of domestic animals9 ). Even at the 
present day, it is still used among the Turkic peoples in various senses such 
as "property, goods", "a group of live-stock" and "a good quality of silk"10). 

It may probably be because of this equivocality of the word that an agreement 
on its semantic interpretation has not been reached yet. Nevertheless, we must 
<1.lso admit that it would not probably recur with one and the same meaning 
throughout in such documents. Thus, the price for tawar was in some cases 
indicated in terms of boz "cotton cloth" or kumus "silver" and the amount of 
ta war was in some others given as a half ta war., three ta war and the like11). 

( 7) "Ausgabe" (USp s. 22). Malov, tentatively rendering it as pacxo,l( "expenditure", sus-
pects its relationship with Arabic (USp s. 279). · 

( 8) Ma. Pa. p. 274: tavar. Listing variou(examples of its usage, he refers to its meanings 
such as "estate" and "a good quality of textile". But he does not cite its instances from 
documentary resources and remarks that its etymology is still quite questionable. 

( 9) Seen in the fifth line of the south face of the inscription is an expression: "deprived 
Tiirgas Qarluq of his ta war'' .~The ta war herein was)ranslated as "Eigentum'' by Ramstedt 
(G. J. Ramstedt, "Zwei uigurische Runeninschriften", ]our. cle la Soc. Finno-Ougrienne. 
XXX, 3. 1913), as HMyIJJ;eCTBO "property, estate" by Malov (C.E. MaJIOB, fla.Mflm
HUTCU £{peeHem10p1Cc1Cou flucb.Mennocmu Monzo.11,uu u Kupzu3uu, MocK . .ITeH. 1959, 
CTp. 42, 102) and as clavar "a group of live-stock'' by Orkun (H.N. Orkun, Eski Turk 
Yazztlarz I, Istanbul, 1936, p. 276). 

(10) RdWb !U 966, 985. 
(Ii) . USp 8, 32. 
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In the former contexts, the word tawar certainly denotes some specific com
modity, possibly a Chinese textile of a good quality. In fact, such a use of the 
word is still found ·among the Uigurs in Kansu (Sar'iy Uigurs) whose language 
is said to retain many Middle Uigur words12). On the contrary, it is obvious 
that tawar does not refer to any specific commodity when it appears in an 
statement preceded by an enumeration of articles in a document regarcling 
partition of the estate, which reads: "These various (kinds of) ta war shan be 
divided among three sons"13). If, indeed, this word is not used in designating 
the object of sale or that as a medium of payment, but only in the part giving 
the reason of sale, then it should be taken as used in an abstract sense such as 
"property; object" like the foregoing qarcti'.y. This shows· that the object 
mentioned in this part of the text was not always what could pass as a sort of· 
currency like boz and further supplies a reasonahle ground for the argument 
that this part of the text states the reason of sale rather than the designation 
of.:the object to be paid for 'the price. 

· · Radloff applies to the formulary expression yuYJlaq li"-y a German render
hig: "vollwertig" in· most of its occurrences14) but ''miinzwertig habende, 
geldwertig" when accompanied by the word cau, namely, good for currency: 
In the same way, Malov, besides its usual meaning "to move", gives it a tran~
fatfon: yrroTpe6HTeJihHhiii "good for circulation"15). Like Malov, Feng Chia
sh~ng defines its meaning as :imffiS'J "be current"16). However, seeing that it was also employed with such a word as tawar, we may rather take it as an 
adoption of Chinese ffi yung, signifying "to use (gebrauchen)", after A. von 
Gabain17). For all that, it must be noted that its use in this sense was limited to 
sales contract documents, while it was never found in loan contract documents 
even if they contained a statement to give the reason or had boz or kilmils to 
refer to the object of loan. On the other hand, as far as sales contract docu
ments are concerned, there is only one exception of the-document quoted above 
USp 16, in which the word qarcli"y was used. Still more, we can mention as 
those containing the expression at stake three documents of indentures (USp 
14, 15; Ma.01 I) and one among those of adoption of a child (Ma.01 2), which 
may be regarded as a kind of sales contract documents. Thus, it can safely be 
considered that the application of this formulary expression was restricted to 

(12) C. E. MaJIOB, « 5I3hIK )KeJIThIX yiirypoB » Alma-ata, 1956, cTp. 109. 
(13) It is interesting to note that the beginning of the document Ma. 01 1 (concerning 

adoption of a child) was rewritten. The tawar of the original statement: "tawar being 
necessary" is replaced by the word kiimus at its rewriting. In this case also the tawar must have been adopted in an abstract sense. · 

(14) Radloff at first was unable to make out its meaning and left it as yet unknown (USp 
13, 14). Later, he interpreted its meaning as ''vollwertig" when accompanied by boz or 
k_umi.ls (USp s. 99). 

(15) USp s. 276; Ma. Pa p. 389. 
(16) Feng p. 122; Feng Bin p. 112. 
(17) W. Bang und A. von Gabain, Analytischer Index zu den funf ersten Stucken der 

Turkischen Turfan-Texte, Berlin, 1931, s. 58; vGAG, s. 357. 
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·documents of sales contract. 

2.2. Vendee, Object of Sale and its Price. 
· N~xt to the statement just explained was made the one relating to_ the 

object of sale, the object as a medium of payment and its price along with the 
vendee's name. Generally speaking, we may recognized two types [CJ and [DJ 
of such statements. 

2.2. L [CJ <Object of Sale)-ni/-ig <Vendee' s)-qa toruru tomtidu .satdi"m; 
· satif <Medium of ~ayment)-sin inca sozlastimiz, <Price)-qa 
kasistimiz: · "I have rightly sold < ) to < ) . We have 
discussed about < ) as a medium of payment as_ in ·the 
following. and have decided upon < ) : " 

_ ·This- sJatement is very clear and accurate as compared with that of the 
type :[DJ. Incidentally it is observed that tistirniz (ti-s- "fo discuss, consult") is 
em_pJoyt:!d:. in USp J 10 in place of sozlastimiz (from sozla-s- "to consult") and 
usustufnilz (from 'iis-/iiz- "to smash"-us-) in Ot.Ry 1414[a], in place of kiiszstzrniz 
(from kas- ''to smash, cut" -is-)18). This type of statement .can also be found in 
one of the documents of indentures (Ma.01 1), which reads: "have discuss~d 
about the contract money as in the following .... has· been indentured for ten 
stir of silver". 

2.2.2. The statements of the second type [DJ, designating the vendee, the 
object of sale, the medium of payment and its price all in a single sentence, is 
cdncluded with a phrase: "(I) have rightly sold (toyuru tornli'du satdi'rn)". 
T!1ese may be further subclassified into the following types: 

[Da] <Object of Sale)-ni-/-ig <Vendee)-qa <Medium/Price) ... : "[I 
have rightly sold] < ) to < ) for < ) '' 

. _ [Db]. _ <Object of Sale)-ni/-ig <Vendee)-tin <Medium/Price) ali'p . .. : 
"[I have rightly sold], having received ( · ) from ( ) , 
< )"_ 

[De] (Object of Sale)-ni/-ig (Medium/Price)-qa (Vendee)-qa ... : "[I 
have rightly sold] < ) , for ( ) , to < ) '' 

[Dd] <Vendee)-tin <Medium/Price) ali'p <Object of Sale)~ni/-ig ... : 
"Having received < ) from < ) , [I have rightly sold] 
< )" 

In addition to these four, we may on a rare occasion come across their 
mixtures. Thus, there are statements such as "Having received <Medium/ 
Price) from <Vendee), (I have rightly sold) <Object of Sale) to <Vendee)" 
(USp 13) and "Having received <Price) from <Vendee), (I have rightly 
sold) <Object of Sale) to <Vendee) for <Price)" (Ma. DUD 2). In case of 
documents of indentures and of adoption of a child, the corresponding 
statements_ generally fall in with the type [Da]: ''l have given away <Person 

(18) Cf. the main part, 1. 10. 
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Concerned) as an adopted/indentured to (Adoptive Parent/Employer) for 
(Contract Money) (Ma. 01 l; USp 51). 

In either case, the expression to-yurit tomli'du satd'im is indispensable. The 
subject of the verb satdi"m (from sat- "to sell") is, of course, the vendor referred 
to in the preceding clause, which thus clearly indicate that the contract con
cerned was drawn up upon his own responsibility. Toyuru~toyru~toyri· corre
sponding to dogru "straight, right, true" of present-day Turkic dialects19) and 
tonili"du,·which may be llSed as~ sort of duplication though nothing definite 
can yet be said of it, both modifies sat-. The use of this expression is restricted 
to sales contract documents and is found in all of them but one (USp 16). 
This exceptional document, however, can b~ considered as anomalous, as is 
seen from the use o°f the above-mentioned rare word qarcli'y20 ). 

In designating the object of sale, what concerns with proprietorship 1s 
carefully expressed. Thus, the object concerned naturally belongs to the 
vendor whose name occurs in the foregoing part of the text, but, when referred 
to, it is usually not only attached with the first person possessive suffix -im /-um 
but also accompanied by such expressions as oz "of self" (USp 109), miini71 
"my" (Ma.DUD 2) and ma71a sanli'-y "belonging to me" (USp 15). Besides, in 
case of the object ·concerned being a slave servarit, there is an example of the 
expression: kisi-tin ulam sati"p almi's "(whom), from another person, (I) had 
bought before [as for ever?] and kept" (USp 56). 

Now, there remains a problem of joint ownership. It may well be sus
pected that the same problem could have arisen in case of contract documents 
concerning the slave trade, but any statements about it cannot be found in the 
corresponding parts of their texts. Among sc1-les contract documents about 
land, on the other hand, a number of the examples relating to this problem 
can be observed, which are as follows. 

l. Sur'ia birlii illusl,iig ma71a tiigiir ... : "(which) is shared with Suria, 
then may fall to me" (USp 13)21 ) 

2. aqa ini-liir bilii . .. ulilslilg borluq-ta_ maria tiigiir . .. : "of the garden 
· which is shared ... with the brothers, (the portion which) falls to me 
(Ot.Ry 543) 

3. kudiigum Tapmi's-qa illils-tii Wgmis ... : ''(which) fell to Tapmis, 
my son-in-law for the portion" (Feng 1) 

4. icim Qancuy bilii tilz illuslilg ... : "(which) is commonly shared with 
Qancugh, my elder brother" (Ot.Ry 1414[a]) 

I have mentioned above that more than one vendor may, in joint responsi
bility, be alluded to with their names in a single contract. In the cases cited 

(19) RdWb III 1708. The form torru is still observed in the Koman dialect. 
(20) USp 16 (Ls 4-6) : Quilur atl'ir qaii'n kisini saiip, Qutlur tiim·il.r-tin yuz iilig qai'in 

boz alti"mi'z "Having sold a woman named Qutlur, we have received from Qutlur Tiimilr 
150 (pieces of) thick cotton cloth". 

(21) Surza as deciphered here and the following suri (L. 9) must be referring to one and 
the same person. 
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above, however, it was always only one who took responsibility for the contract 
concerned. Now, it is obvious that there is a problem of joint proprietorship 
as to the land regarded as the object of sale. For a detailed inquiry into this, 

another article will be required. In this connection, thus, I shall express my 
opinion only about the examples above. 

First of all the question of the word ulus comes up in all of them. The 
word must have been related to il.lug which appeared with t,vo meanings 

"good fortune" and "portion"22) in the old runic inscriptions and is still widely 
used in present-day Turkic dialects in the forms ulus and ulas23 ). In which it 

denotes "portion, share, holding" but "volume, chapter" when employed in 
reference to books. Thus, there seems to be no problem as to its interpretation 

since scholars have agreed on it. Nevertheless, when it is applied to such con
tracts, it is hard though important to make out what sort of legal relationship 
it implied. Caferoglu, taking it up as a legal term, could only assign to it a 
gloss hisse "share" and gave it no further consideration24). 

Example 1 is quoted from a contract document concerning a sale of a 
garden by a Sada, who, taking his own portion of the garden which had been 
jointly held with Surfa, set it on sale. Thus, it should be compared with the 
statement made in the description of the boundaries of the land to sell in the 
later part of the text that the land on the north side is "the garden which 
have fallen into possession of Sur:ia" (Suri'a-qa tagniis borluq). The word tag
here, signifying "to reach, extend; to get, hold", was often adopted in combi
nation with ulus. We may further compare it with some corresponding state

ments in certain other loan contracts, for example, the one that, of the land 

under joint ownership, "my land, as a share-portion, belonging to me (maYJa 
tagiir .boluk uliusfug yirim) shall be given, if I fail to observe the terms of 

;repayment" (USp 29). 

Example 2, though similar in contents to Example 1, is short of the con
texts, both preceding and following, to show its settings, as its text is not only 

fragmentary but also has many torn places25 ). 

To our regret, the text of Example 3 also lacks a sentence immediately 

following it. In stating that the relatives of the vendor shall not make any pro
test against the contract concerned, where only those of Turmis tigin (Vendor) 

would be referred to in a usual statement, there it is also emphasized that 

the brothers of his son-in-law Tapmi:s, too, had no objection to it. This may 
justify our surmize that the settings of the contract in question might have 

(22) qufim bar ilciln, illilgim, bar ilciln: "that blessing be with me, that luck be with me" 

(Kill Tegin Inscription 29) (Ma. Pa. p. 31). 
aki illilgi atlzr iirti, bir illilgi yadar iirti: "Two portions of it were on horseback, one 

portion of it was on foot" (Tonyuquq Inscription 4) (ibid. p. 61). · · 
(23) RdWb I 1847, 1853. 
(24) Caferoglu, op. cit. 1934, p. 34, Legal Terms XXXII. 
(25) See plate 4 I 
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been such that the vendor concerned, forcing Tapm:is to give back what the former once handed over to the latter as his share, put it on sale. 
The word tuz in Example 4 originally signified "level", from which then derived meanings like "same, equal"26). Since tuz and tiiYJ "equal" (from Chinese teng)21 ) both occur in combination with ulus2'8), they can be regarded as identical in sense when adopted in such contexts, where they meant not equality but partnership. As in Eaxmples 1 and 3, no explanation of its set

tings is found in the rest of the text. Thus, taken literally, it may imply th~t the land which the vendor held jointly with his elder brother was offered for sale under his own responsibility. Similar circumstances can be observed in the c~se of a contract document of a loan of a farm land (USp 11), in which a Tamiir Buqa borrowed from a Qaiimtu the land which was a joint holding of both the latter and a Ilci (birlii-ki tiiYJ uluslug). In this contract, only Tamiir ~uqa and Qaiimtu registered their name as the parties concerned, Ilci _being kept in the background throughout the contract. Although we .must always distinguish between sales and loans, on the one hand, and between ownership and use, on the other, yet it may be worthwhile to compare these different kinds of documents. 
In any case, there was a greater possibility of dispute if the problem of joint ownership was involved in a given contract, which thus no doubt required s.uch a particula,r reference to it as we have just examined above. In the text of Example 3, it is also mentioned that the estate was sold "with the share document" (ulus bitigi birla). Perhaps there could have been such a document. 

In case of the object of sale being land, it is sometimes observed _that its classification as well as the specification of the object concerned as ''land". (yir) was given in the contract. In the greatest number of cases, the object of sale was a "vineyard, on;:hard, garden" (borluq). There were also cases in which the qbjects concern~d were those assorted as the "stubble field" (iingiz yir), the "vegitable garden" (qavlali'r) and the "marsh" (olii:r;). Though what each .of them really was claims our further consideration, it will not be touched upon here._ 
. It is also noticed that a common practice in such contracts was· to delineate roughly the location of land by making use of post-positions such as 
-taqi'j-tiiki~ -ta/-ta "to be (located) in" and uz.a "(near) by, on"29) and, frequently, by reference to the canal (ogan) to irrigate the land, as in ogan uzii 
suwaqli'y. Further, the extent of land was given in some cases and, if given, 

(26) vGAG s. 346. 
(27) vGAG s. 340. 
(28) .. . birla-ki tar; illus-lilg ... (USp 11.) [loan docu·ment about_ a far~n land] . . . . birlii tii-r;iin iWls (USp 98.) [contract about adoption of a child]. (29) USp 109 offers an exception, in which the location of land was not giyen. 
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usually by means of units of measure like siq and kuri30 ) ,. but sometimes by 
using expressions such as "adequate for six person's work" (alti' cir koniiir ... ) 
(USp 13)31 ). 

Now a passing3emark on the case of the slave trade. There, the names of 
the slaves were invariably recorded. Their sex is on the whole clear. For the 
different appellatives qul and kuYJ were often applied to a man and a woman 
slave respectively, as is commonly known. Even when the word qara~as "b.lack 
head" was adopted in stead, which stood for slaves in general, there is every 
indication to mark off clearly their sex. Not on a rare occasion, their assort
ment was indicated in terms of modifiers placed before qarabas as in qi'z 
qarabas (USp 110) and iiwci qarabas (USp 114). Qi'z apparently denoted "a 
maid servant (from "daughter")" and awci) consisting of the stem aw "house" 
and an ending for occupation -ci, signified ''a domestic worker, woman"32), 

thus. supposedly meaning "a maid-servant" like qi'z in this context. On the 
other hand, iir qarabas "a man slave" (USp 61) and t.amurci qarabas "a black
smith slave" no doubt referred to a man33 ). There are instances in which no 
modifiers were added to qarabas. In one of them (Feng. Bin), obviously a man 
slave is alluded to. We also come across contracts such as those with the age 
of the slave registered (a girl of twelve years: USp 110) and with a special 
mention of his race as a Kitai (Feng . Bin). 

It is further noted that oyul "son, child" and qatun kisi "woman" 32 ) were 
adopted to refer to slaves in certain other documents. As for oyul) its use is 
found in a series of five documents relating to one and the same slave which 
were presented by Feng Chia-sheng (Feng. Bin 1-4; Feng 1960). The same 
slave is mentioned not only as oyitl in (3) but also as qarabas in (2) and, later, 
as qul in (4) as well. Furthermore, a runaway slave is referred to as either qul 
or oyuhn another document regarding an escape of a slave ,(USp 116). As for 
·a docummt in which qatun kisi occurs (USp 16); it perfectly agrees in form 
with the sales contract, presenting a clear distinction from, such as the docu
ment of indentures. Besides this, the price paid for the slave concerned was 
150 boz, which is considerably high as compared with the ones paid for woman 
slaves in other cases: 62 boz (Ma.DUD 2), 80 boz (USp 110) arid 110 boz 
(USp 56). These doubtless confirm our conclusion that the contract document 
in question was about a sales contract. 

The vendee's name was expressed here for the first time: As in the case of 
(30) Cf. the main part 2.5., 2.6. and also ,u. THXOHOB "HaJIOrH H HaJiorOBbie TepMHHhl B 

yiirypcKOM rocy ,ll,apcTBe", « Y 11eHhre 3arrncKH I1HCTHTYTa BocTOKOBe,ll,eHHH, » XVI, 
1%~~-~ . 

(31) A similar expression can be seen in a contract concerning transfer of liability (USp 32),: 
Jlc iir komiir borluq ''a garden adequate for three persons' work". 

(32) The HUY gives the glosses ftm fu "a wife, a lady, a woman" for iiwci and ~mA fu jen 
"a wife, a woman" for qatun kisi. 

(33) In USp 73, which relates to permission of a marriage. between a man- and a woman
slave, they are referred to as tiimurci qarabas and awci qarabas. In other parts of the 
same document, they are also mentioned as qul and kil'l) respectively. 
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the vendor, more than one vendee may have participated in a given contract. 
As a matter of fact, there are no instances of the sales contract documents in 
which two or more vendees were concerned. For the contract documents about 
exchange of land, one instance is known where two persons (both belonging 
to the party requested for the exchange) were interested in the contract 
(USp 30). As for vendees, it is often clear that they were vendors' neighbours. 
Among three documents (USp 107, 108 and 109) concerning the selling of land 
by two vendors Ozmi:s toyri:l and Ttigal, the latter two (108 and 109) included 
the same vendee, whose holding was adjacent on the east side to the land sold 
in 109. Similarly, in Rams III, the vendee had his holding adjoining the land 
sold in the south and, in Ma.Pa 2, the vendee was the owne:J:' of a land border
ing on the one concerned in the west. These may possibly be related with the 
right of preemption. 

The medium of payment which had been already specified in [BJ was 
referred to here again along with the price. The amounts of kilmils and cau 
used as circulating media were given in terms of units such as yastuq} satir and 
baqi'r34 ) but the amount of cotton cloth, though originally indicated in terms 
of bay "a bundle" 35), usually had no particular unit of measure for itself. As 
for these units of measure, I shall not discuss about them here, though these 
remains a lot yet to be studied on them. 

§3. Confirmation of Payment. 

After the date and main items about the contents of a given sale an item 
to confirm the completion of the transaction was put down. For this, we have 
the following formulary statement. 

[E] bu (Object) sati'ri' (Price)-ni/-ig, bitig qi'lmi's kiln ii,z.a, man (Vendee) 
tilkal (sanap) birtim, m-an (Vendor) yma tilkal (sanap) alti'm: "This 
(Pri_ce) (for a sale of < ) ), on the day of the drawing up of the 
contract, have I < ) paid all (counting). I < ), too, have 
received all (counting)." 

It is by no means rare that sanap was omitted and that the vendees and 
the vendors were mentioned· in the reverse order. The word tukal was often 
further followed for emphasis by an adverbial phrase bir agsugsuz "with none 
missing", which is in one instance replaced by an expression bir qodmati'7i 
"with none damaged" (Ma.Pa 2). The word ari'lap is inserted after sanap in a 
single instance (Ma.DUD 2), whose meaning is inferred by Malov as "to 

(34) In regard with these units of measure, a detailed study is found in N. Maeda, "ji:;{--ltO) 
~~~{:ft (The units of money in Yuan eras)", Shalwi-Keizaishigaku, XIV, 4, 1944. 
pp. 1-22. Cf. also USp, ss. 79, 88, 90; Rams p. 12; Feng p. 122; H. Herrfalirdt, "Das 
Formular der uigurischen Schuldurkunden". Zeitschrift fur vergleichende Rechtwissen
schaft. XLVIII.1934. s.97, Anm. 2). 

(35) As a number of examples in which bar is adopted, we may give USp 29 (boz; loan 
contract) and USp 91 (ledge for payment?) as well as USp 13 and Ma. DUD 2. 
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count" 36). The use of tarti'p in place of the second sanap can be also observed 
(USp 109; also in a document of indentures Ma.O1 I). Besides its usual mean
ing "to draw", tart- had another ''to weigh"37). Provided tha_t the word actual
ly referred to a performance of measuring or weighing, its use is significant as 
describing what was performed at the time of payment. It was in fact silver 
(kumils) which was paid in both of the dealings in question. 

This statement for confirmation of payment was ·very standardized and 
thus there have been so far known but two documents lacking it. It appears 
rather strange that these two, quite normal in all other respects, lack this 
statement. However, a certain other expression in each case can be recognized 
as making up for it. USp 57 contains an additional sentence at the end of the 
text (Ls 21-23): "This contract was written at Adar, the bag of ... (bu bitig 
a ... niYJ biigi Adar-ni·YJ tagiisin-tii bitidini)". In Rams III, a phrase: "in front 
of Sibil Qasar (Sibil Qasar ozkin-t,ii)" is added to the item [DJ. They were 
quite exceptional and no other examples have been found as yet. It may be 
that the confirmative statement under examination was omitted by expressing, 
in stead, the presence of some other witness than those who signed in the docu
ments just as in the case of §. 7 below38). 

Incidentally, it is certain from the context that "the day of the drawing 
up of the contract" pointed to the date placed at the top of the text, and 
hence the present statement as a whole amounts to saying that the payment of 
a given price was duly made on that day39). But, as a matter of fact, the price 
was not always paid in full on the day. A most concrete illustration may _be 
offered by two of the abovementioned documents relating to the slave trade 
presented by Feng Chia-sheng (Feng. Bin). The second document (2), as a 
formal sales contract, which is the subject of the present study, bears date "the 
twenty-sixth of the eighth month in the year of dragon". The price concerned 
was "nine yastuq of cau,,, the item [E] as well being stated there .. Yet, this 
document is further attached to by another (1) written in both Uigur and 
Chinese in regard to the actual payment of the price. According to the latter, 
it appears that eight yastuq out of nine had been paid in two installments 
before the payment was completed on the twenty-sixth of .the eighth month. 
Though the month in which these previous payments were made is not certain, 

(36) Ma. DUD p. 394. · . 
(37) USp 109 (Ls 6-7) : man Ozmis torri'l yma ti),kiil tartzp alt'im. Radloff's translation is: 

''und ich, Ozmisch Togryl, habe es meinerseits vollstandig erhalten" (USp s. 205) .. He 
seems to take the meaning of tart- as "to draw near" and hence as synonymous with 
al- "to take". Malov gives it two meanings T5IHYTb "to draw" and B3BeunrnaTh "to weigh" 
(USp s. 294), the latter being applied to the case of Ma. 01 1 (L 8). Cf. RdWb III 
857-60. 

(38) As such an intervention of a third party, we may also refer to Ot. Ry 2734 in ·which it 
is mentioned that the vessel used for measuring corn belonged to a third party other 
than the witnesses concerned. 

(39) USp 16 provides a single exception for this. An expression sat'ir q'ilmzs kiln "the day 
of the buying and selling". 
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it is known that they were respectively made on the ninth and eleventh days 
of a certain month. On the contrary, two examples are found in which the 
price was actually paid after the date of each contract. Both, as the documents 
concerning the slave trade, contain a paragraph of the postscript character 
after the ordinary text of the deed where the full payment of the price is con
firmed again with its date. In one document (USp 61 ), the full payment was 
due one day after, and in another (USp 114), three clays after, the elate given 
in the respective texts. One of the documents of indentures (USp 51) comprises 
a similar postscript. Though the part of its main text bearing the elate is now 
missing, we may probably assume similar circumstances as in the above two40 ). 

(Cf. §. 8 below.) 
Now, what follows from the foregoing is, as naturally expected, the con

clusion that the date of the actual payment of price was in principle that of 
the drawing up of a given contract. Nevertheless, it is occasionally observed 
that, even if the confirmative statement about payment v.ras written down in 
a deed, the payment had not yet been completed. In such cases, it is conceiva
ble that, when the payment was completed, a separate paragraph to this effect 
w0-s appended to the text. But it is unlikely that more than several days of 
grace could be given. 

§4. Boundaries of Land. 

In case of the slave trade, all matters pertaining to the object of sale were 
expressed in the items [C] or [DJ. As for the sale of land, the boundaries of 
a given piece of land for sale and some other necessary matters were in princi
ple stated separately. Thus they were usually given immediately after [E], but 
it also occurred on a rare occasion that they were mentioned near the close of 
the text. The lack of this statement in Feng 1 may possibly be due to the fact 
that the land for sale did not consist of a single tract but isolated ones. The 
form of this document as a whole is peculiar too. 

[F] bu (Assortment of Land)-ni1J si'ci'si' 01Jdun yi'1Jaq . .. adi'rar, kundiln 

yi'1)aq . .. adi'rar, kidin yi'1Jaq . .. adi'rar) tardi'n yi·1Jaq . .. adi'rar: "(As 
for) the boundaries of this land, on · the east ... divides, on the 

south ... divides, on the west ... divides, on the north ... divides.'' 

The word si'ci', though directly adopted from Chinese Im~ ssu chih "four 
reaches" 41 ), stood for "a boundary". Expressions such as the eastern si'ci' and 
the western si'ci' are also seen (USp 13; Rams III), and, further, it was not rare 
to find an expression "the land with these four si'ci'(s)". The order of the 
description of the boundaries with reference to the four directions was some-

(40) Radloff ascribes the same date to the text as in the postscript, saying that it is obvious 
from the date in the postscript, though that part of the text which bore date is now 
missing (USp ss. 86, 87). For the reasons given above, I cannot agree with him. 

· (41) Cf. F. W. K. Muller, "Uigurische Glossen", Ostasiatische Zeitschrift, 1920 (Festschrift 
fur Hirth), s. 324. 
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times different from the one given above42): e.g. east, south, north and west in 
USp 109 and north, east, south and west in Ot.Ry 1414[a]. A remarkable point 
of the last is that the words oril "above" and qodi" "below" were used for 
"north" and "south" 43 ). 

The blanks with the dotted lines as in "On the east ... divides" were each 
filled in with something to mark the boundaries of land like the adjoining 
estates. As such __ were also us,ed the natural objects like yol "a way" and ogiin 
"a canal" i~ the overwhelming majority of instances as well as the others' land 
with. their names mentioned. There is also a case in which sai "a waste land, 
deser_ts(?)" was employed to this effect (Rams III). Yol, when used as such, is 
_often preceded by an adjective uluy as in uluy yol "a large way". Though in a 
single example, the same adJective modifies ogiin and hence uluy ogan ''a large 
river" (Ma.?a 2). The word, ogan may have signified a natural watercourse in 
some cases, but it must have also meant an artificial canal in others like the 
compound word mentioned :;below: suw yoli' "a waterway", which corresponds 
to .the Chinese ch'il ~- In connection with irrigation rights or water right's, we 
must pay due attention to the fact that ogan was occasionally referred to with 
a certain person's name as in "so-and-so's ogan" (USp 1Q7 and 109). 

It is sometimes observed that certain matters to be attended to as well as 
the boundaries of land were touched upon. For example, it is mentioned in 
USp 107 that .there ran across the land for sale a "carriage way (Qanl'i yol)" 
belonging to a person who held his own adjoining it on the north side. 
Incidentally, the ogan on the east side of the land belonged to one of the 
neighbours. In two documents (USp 107 and 108) both concerned with the 
same vendor, it is mentioned that no tax nor liabilities was assessed on the 
land for sale44 ). As a similar example, we m·ay further compare these with a 
separately stated paragraph in a deed about exchange of land (USp 30) that a 
"waterway (suw yoli') flowed through the land concerned. All these remarks 
must have been intended for the prevention of possible disputes after the 
transfer of ownership. 

§5. Declaration of New Owner's (Vendee's) Right. 

[G] bu <Object) ilza, mir; yi'l tilman kiln-katagi <Vendee) arklig bolzun, 
taplasar ozi tutzun, taplwnasar adi'n kisi-ka otkilril satzun: "Over 

(42) For the normal order of the description of four borders, cf. M . .Mori, "Si:fa and ssii 
chih", *ilS3i1±1-rf4irncE':*i$.§i:ffiljjl (Oriental studies presented to Sei Wada, in celebra
tion of his seventieth birthday, 15 Nove1nber 1960 by his friends and pupils) Tokyo, 
1960, pp. 950-970. 

(43) Cf. the main part, I. 11. 
(44) Though a part of USp 107 is missing, it is sure that it had the same contents with 

USp 108. The paragraph in question is as follows: bu yir-nir; nagii yma irti birti yoq 
.rThere is no irt nor birt on this land". Irt never occurs by itself but always in combi
nation with birt as a part of doublet. Radloff renders it as "allerlei Abgabe" (USp 
s. 148, etc.). Cf. also Caferoglu op. cit., 1934, p. 38. B, Economics Terms VI; THXOHOB, 
op. cit., 1958, CTp. 66, 67. , 
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this ( ) , until a thousand years, ten thousand days, ( ) 
shall be powerfull I If he wishes, he may keep it l If he wishes 
not, he may yield and sell it to another!,, 

Some instances of this item begins with phrases like bu kilntin i'riaru 
(USp 107) and bu kilntin minca (Feng 1), both signifying "from this day 
(today) onwards". In case of the ·sale of land, the same one opens with adjec
tival phrases such as "with these four boundaries (bu tort si'ci'li'y)" and "within 
these four boundaries (bu tort si'ci' icindaki)" 45) and, in case of the slave trade, 
with or without the name of the slave sold. The expression "a thousand years, 
ten thousand days" were not found in a number of cases (USp 61, 114; Ma.Pa 
2; Feng 1). A' tendency can be observed that the items preceding the present 
one are sligl1tly longer in these cases than in others and hence it seems that the 
expression was omitted for stylistic reasons. In stead of it, the above quoted 
two land-deeds by Ozmi's toyri'l (USp 107, 108), which were drawn up by the 
same person, adopt a unique expression "a thousand, ten thousand years". 

That part of the item which comes after "[Vendee] shall be powerful" was 
fully stylized. Thus, we find but two exceptions. The differences in them, how
ever, are very slight, one (USp 16) lacking otkilril and the other (Ot.Ry 1414[ a]) 
using tari'zun "he shall cultivate" in stead of tutzun. From its appearance, in 
any case, we may take this as a due statement of the vendee's right of owner
ship -in the deeds. This is rightly confirmed by the fact that this item is pre
ceded by a phrase bitigdaki "in (this) deed" in one instance (Ma.Pa 2). 

§6. Security and Penalty for the Breach of Contract. 

The foregoing items are relating to the facts about the contents of a given 
sales contract, but the following ones are the supplementary to it. By the lat
ter the vendor· meant to assure the vendee of his new ownership. 

6.1. Security (in regard to vendors' security against the interference of their 
relatives and others). 

[HJ miin(Vendor)-nfr; icim inim . .. kim kim ma bolup, cam carzm qi'l

mazunlar: ''Elder and younger brothers, ... of me, whosoever they 
may be, they shall not cause troubles. 

Usually, it was like the above. Biz "we" was, of course given in case of two 
or more vendors. Sometimes maniTJ "my, of me" or bizniTJ "our, of us" alone 
~as used without giving the name(s) of the vendor(s). In front of this state
ment, certain documents show expressions such as ''about this (Object) 
(bu ( )-qa) (Ma.Pa 2) and "about this (Object), I (Vendor) have sold 

(45) An only exception is USp 107 which has the item [F] at the end of the text and which 
says only ''this land (bu yir)" here. Feng I is peculiar in that it further contains a 
detailed account of the holding sold: "to this orchard, land, water, house, garden ... 
(bu borluqqa yirka suwqa iiwkii bajqa)". 
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(bu man ( ) satmi's ( )-ka)" (Ma.DUD 2). They obviously indicate 
that the statement to come after them is undoubtedly connected with the 
sale concerned there. In fact, we find an expression like bu borluq yuli'7-ta 
"in this dealing of a garden" in Ot.Ry 543. 

The vendor's relatives and others named here varied according to circum
stances. As a problem of kinship terms or certain social relations, their mean
ing demands closer investigation. For the time being, however, I shall accept 
their hitherto given interpretation. Among others, we find such as in. the 
following. 

As kinship terms: ici) aqa "an elder brother": ini ''a younger brother"; 
oyul "a son"; uruy "a descendant"; kildag "a son-in-law"; yigan "a 
nephew or niece"; tayai· "an uncle"; toymi's "a relative"; qa,...,qadas 
"a relative or a relative by marriage". · 

As qthers: onluy "a ten(-men or houses) group"; yilzlilg "a hundred(-men 
or houses) group"; ali'mB "obligee"; birimci "obligor". 

Besides these~ such words as isi "a party" and adi'n "others" were also em
ployed in some cases. Among all these both ici, aqa "an elder brother'' and ini 
''a younger brother" were always expressed. 

After this enumeration comes a clause with kim "who" or qayu / qanu 
"what, how", meaning "whosoever they may be" (kim kim-ma bolup) kim kim
ma arsar) kim yma) kim qayu) qayu kisi). By this it seems to be implied that 
not only those who were mentioned in the preceding part as "elder and 
younger brothers ... of me" but also others who found no particular mention 
therein should be taken into consideration. This interpretation is supported 
by the use of taqi' "further" before the expression "whosoever they may be" in 
USp 61. Thus, the item [HJ, taken literally, can be regarded as a reference to 
the interference of third persons at large as well as relatives and other socially 
related persons. Even so, for all practical purposes, attention was focused· on 
relatives, as will be seen from the following [I] and [J]. 

The most common expression for "to file a protest, bring about a dispute, 
cause troubles" was cam cari'ni qi'l- by the reading usual hitherto. As for cam, 
Caferoglu explains it as "a law suit, a dispute" 4·6). But, as far as its use in this 
expression is concerned, it does not seem to have .denoted a .legal action like 
"a law suit", or, in place of it, verbs like ayi't- "to ask". (USp 107, 108; Ot.Ry 
1414[a]), ista- "to seek for" (USp 107, 108; Ot.Ry 1414[a]) and· taplas- "to 
oppose" (USp 15) as well as. its verbal form camla- could be also adopted. 
Moreover, the use of an additional clause ayi·t-yali' isidkali yori'sarlar sawlari· 
yori'mazun "even if (they) may ask, their words shall not pass" (USp I 07) indi
cates that the existence of a third person of official character was in no way 
alluded to by it. Thus, its etymology and meaning _is not yet certain at pre-

(46) Caferoglu, op. cit., 1934, p. 33. A Legal Terms XXXI. Car'irn never stands alone by itself 
but always in combination with earn as a part of a doublet. 
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sent47 >. I suspect it to bear an etymological rel~tionship with Chine~e ~f. chie~1, 
"crafty, villainous". The statement in the q1ine~e sales contract docum~nt;; 
which rightly corresponds to the present one' usually contains an exp~ession 
fftt2 which Niida transliterates as kan Zin and takes to mean "to int~rfere and 
grudge" 48 ). ff stands for -=f kan, tff and -=f being synonyms49). Provided that cam might be read cam and derived from Chihese chien) its meaning would be 
clear and certain. I should like, however, to igive further consi4eratio·n t~ this 
question in the future. . •.• 

The -zunlar which is common to the' express10n cam carrm qi'lnia,zunla~ 
qpd others is the ending for the third person plural. imperative (yGA,G. §215). 
This. ending signifying ''They shall not .. ?°" along with the iteill [GJ was in 
order to express the assurance of the vend6r himself that the interference by 
his relatives and others would b,e impossible: As ~uch ·should it b; interpreted 
which is common to a majority of cases. Another' expression to the same effect will be mentioned iat~~- Only in Ma.DUD\ 2, we meet with an expression .'with
out this imperative ending: earn car'i'rn 'qi'lsarlar "although they may bring 
about a dispute". It is, however, because this is placed before [G]. And 'the' 
sam~ expression with a different ending repeats itself immediately affor [OJ: 
bu kisi-ka cam cari'ni qi'lmazun. Indeed, such varied uses of the· same conven-' 
tional expression would cause a confusion of the context. .But ·what was 111-
tended for by it is always one and the same. 

6.2. Penalty for the Breach of Contract. 
· Even though the vendor himself; manifested ·his ·will to give security 

against any interference of his relatives and others, the latter would not follow 
his-will. Thus, there was always a possibility of a dispute being brought abou~ 
by them. In regard to the measures ta_ken on such occasions, we ~an recognize 
two distinct statements. One cails into question the penalty and the compen
sation for the brea~h of a given contract to be effected only between the parties 
concerned, and the other, without ~ouching upon these, brings forward pay
ment of money or the like to a disinterested party of public character, that is 
to say, the pecuniary penalty of that character. 

6.2.I. 

[I] 

In . Case of the Breach of Con t~act. 

apam birok, iirklig bag isi kufrn tutup) cam :car'im qi'lsar.lar: ''.ln
cidentaily, if they bririg about a dispute by using the force of the 
influential bag and his party''. 

A pam birok could be replaced by either apam or taqi· birok, which all 
means "furthermore, incidentaily, now", thus giving such a concessive: ~onno~ 

(47) Caferoglu, ibid. Among modern dialects, only Tuba- and Lebed-dialects. have. a word cam which is defined by Radloff: "Vorwurf". (RdWb III 1937) 
(48) N. Niida, Jj-*i!~?tl=0)1lff~ (The Critical Study on Legal Documents of the T'ang and 

Sung Eras), Tokyo,.1937, pp. 122-23. 
(49) 'MDKJ III 6045. 
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tation as "the vendor, indeed, have shown his will to give security; but ... " 
Isi for the "his party'' of the phrase "the influential bag and his party" 

can be interpreted to consist of the stem is and the third person possessive 
ending -i, though it is not clear ·what is referred to by "his" or "bag's" party. 
Since a title of the central government official like ilci yalawaci· is seen to fol
low the phrase in some documents (USp 13, 16; Ot.Ry 543; Feng. Bin 2; 
Ma.DUD 2), it is likely that the word referred to certain governmental 
officials'50). 

· From the present context alone, the next phras·e hiicin tutup ''(by) using 
(the) force" can be taken to mean either "bag and his party using force" or 
"by using the force of bag and his party". However, the addition of the end
ing -riiYJ to bag isi, thus bag is£-niYJ hiici'n "the force of bag and his party", 
observed in Ma.O1 2 supports the second interpretation. In short, attention 
was here directed to a possibility of the interference of an official power like 
the central or local government, which could be called forth by the objection 
to the sale concerned by someone other than the vendor himself by maintain
ing his legal right. If so interpreted, the act "to bring about a dispute (cam 
cari'm qi'l-) in reality might be related to "a lawsuit". 

Some documents (USp 56, 57, 61, 109, 114; TM 95) simply say <'Incidental
ly, if (they) bring about a dispute" without the expression "by using the force 
of officials". 

For the expression "if they bring about a dispute", not only fam· cciri'm 
qi'l- but also camla- with the conditional ending -sar suffixed to them was used. 
In stead of them, an expression l:am cari'm · qi'lyali' saqi'nsar "if (they) conceive· 
of bringing about a dispute" is also seen in USp 109. Moreover, al- "to take" 
and yul- ''to deprive", too, were frequently adopted in the above phrases. Thus, 
cam cari'm qi'li'p alayzn yulayi'n tisar (USp 30) and camlasar yulayi'n alayi'n tisar 
(USp 16), both meaning "if (they) bring about a dispute and talk of taking 
and depriving", can be found. Not on a rare occasion could al- and yul- be 
used without lam cari'm qi'l- accompanying them: e.g. alayi'n yulayi·n tisiir 
(USp 107, 108; Ot.Ry 543), yulayi'n alayi'n tisar (Ma.DUD 2), etc. In any case, 
words such as camla-, cani Cari'm qi'l-) al-) yul-) and ti- "to say" and saqi'n- "to 
think (of)" were in common use for this part of the statement, which, however, 
were expressed in a variety of ways. 

Every instance of the just discussed expression has the third person plural 
encling -Zar, which then undoubtedly refers to those who are told not to bring 
about a dispute in the preceding item. The only exception we know is Ot.Ry 

(50) Isi, as a root-,;vord, means "a wife". In this context, both Malov (USp. s. 207; Ma. DUD 
p. 393; Ma. 01 p. 136; Ma. Pa p. 382) and Feng (Feng p. 123; Feng Bin p. 112) take its 
meaning as such. Ramstedt, leaving it unidentified, renders the whole phrase as ''by 
using force" (P,a1ns. p. 9). I11 n1y opi11ion, it ,vould ratl1er be translated as "a party" 
after Radloff for the reason given above. In view of the then social status of the women, 
BepHIIITaM also raises an objection·to its interpretation:as "a wife". Cf. A.H. BepHIIlTaM, 
"Yiirypc1n1e I-OpH,n:wrecKHe ,n:oKyMeHTbI". «Jlpo6Ae.Mot Hcmo1£1uu-coseael-lnH,» III, M.-JI., 
1940. 
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1~14[a] where a word qam "(my) relative(s)"51 ) is expressly written. 
6.2.2. Penalty to be Effected between the Parties Concerned: Compensation 

for Loss. 
· In case the above assumed shuation actually took place, the most fre

quently taken measure to meet it was for the vendor or his party to hold him
self responsibility for the vendee's loss as a penalty for his breach of the 
contract. The loss was in no case inflicted upon the vendee. 

[Ja] bu (Object) tar;inNi iki (Object), <Vendee)-qa yaratu bi rip, yulup 
alzunlar: ''Prepare and give to < ) two ( ) of the · same 
(value) with this ( ) and they shall not deprive and take''. 

[Jb] yulurci' kisi qorlur· bolzun, (Vendee) qormz boliun: "Let the 
one who deprive suffer loss I Let < ) not suffer loss'' 

As a matter of course, these items [Ja] and [Jb] combine to form one con
secutive paragraph. But, because the latter could be omitted or written sepa
rately from the former, I pave divided it into these two. In sum they refer to 
the double indemnity. This exactly corresponds to the facts observed as to loan 
contracts. In which, mostly so far known, the interest except of money was the 
same amount of things as borrowed or, in other words, the usual custom was 
to te1Jay twice as much as borrowed and, when the repayment was not m'ade 
at the due date, the rate of the interest as a penalty was doubled "according to 
provincial custom (il yaYJi'nca)" 52 ). 

In case of land, we may often notice in this paragraph a special mention 
that the land for indemnity should be of exactly the same quality. The expres
sion "the place along this same canal (bu oq ogan-ta) was largely written at the 
beginning of the paragraph. 

There have been two conflicting interpretations of the phrase yulup 
alzunlar "they shall take by force" at the end of [Ja J. One is that a third party 
sh~ll recover what was taken by force from those who brought about a 
dispute53), while another that those who intend to deprive can do only after 
they give the amount stipulated there54). If this part of the item is taken 
separately from the context, the' second one would be more easily under
standable, to be sure. This item then appears to stipulate the resolutive con-
dition for a given contract. · 

Considering the real purpose of this item, however, it cannot be the con
dition for the cancellation of a contract. For we also find phrases such as birip 
alzunlar yulzunlar (Rams. III), birip alzunlar (Ot.Ry I 414[a]) and, simply, 
(51) Perhaps qadafon is dropped after qam. 
(52) Cf. Herrfahrdt, op. cit., 1934, s. 96. M. Mori, "A Study on Uygur Documents of Loans 

for Consumption", Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo Bunko, No. 20, 
Tokyo, 1961; pp. 131, 132. 

(53) As for USp 30, Radloff, at first, did not give a full translation to it, simply explaining 
it as "to return to the vendee (zuri.ickgeben)". But he, later, adopts this interpretation. 

(54) . M. Mori," 17 1 ;7'';],.,3(J('l~'.1Jlvc.:/fHt ~ Jlffel'.Mif:~3(§ (TheClauseofwarrantin theUighur documents of sale and purchase)." Toyo Gakuho, XLIV, 2, 1961, pp. 6-8, 12. and. 13. 
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birziln -(EM.Or 1814: 106) used in stead of birip yulup alzunlar. Still more, to 
my present knowledge, there are as many as nine examples in which appears a 
phrase birip sozliiri yori'mazun "give and let their say not pass". Even after the 
inspection of the whole material studied, these differences in expression would 
be able to be regarded as accidental. In short, it may be interpreted as a refer
ence that one who will bring about a dispute must assume the liability for 
indemnity or, in other words, as a reference to the penalty for his dispute55). 

This may be further confirmed by that the double indemnity was also applied 
to the contract documents about loan as the penalty or compensation for the 
breach of a given contract and that the item for the public penalty to be 
treated below contains what corresponds to this item. 

The phrase yuluyci' kisi "one who deprives" not infrequently adopts 
yulddci' 1n the future tense in place of the nominal yuluy derived from yul-. 
This phrase, in its turn, could be replaced in many instances by others like 
camlayuci· and camlayuci· kisi "one who will bring about a dispute". Therefore, 
the yul- in this context too must be used in ,the sense of "bring about a dis
pute" (cf. 6.2.1. above). On the other hand, one instance. (Ot.Ry 1414[a]) is 
known in which an phrase "elder and younger brothers and relatives of me, 
< ) (m.an (Vendor)-nuri inim icim qam qadasi'm) is used in stead of them. 
To sum up, it was generally anticipated that those who would bring about a 
dispute would be, if any, largely from among the vendor's relatives, and it was, 
of course, the vendor or his relatives who had to deal with a dispute if it 
actually came about, so that the loss caused by it might not be inflicted upon 
the vendee at all even if the vendor's party had to suffer it by accepting the 
responsibility for the dispute. This means that the vendor's party accepted the 
joint responsibility for the dealing of a given dispute, not to mention its 
responsibility for compensation, no interference of an official power, however, 
being not expected. An expression "with this deed (bu bitig tuta)" was often 
inserted before the name of the vendor. 

6;2.3. Official Penalty. 

As in the above, it was customary to stipulate the indemnification to -be. 
effected between the parties concerned in this part of a given text. N everthe
less, though only in a few cases among the sales contract documents, we also 
find statements of an entirely different type here. It is worthy of special notice 
that the differences of the latter, connected with the contents of contract, con
sist in form, not merely in expression. They are written immediately after the 
item [I]. · 

[K] ulur silil-kii bir altun yastuq, basi·p il bagl,ar-ir;ii iidar-ka y(arar)u 
at birip, sozliiri yori'mazun: "Give one yastuq of gold to the great 

(55) Mori expresses his doubt about this problem. Cf. ibid. p:r-,. 20 and 22, riotes 24, 54 
and 55. 
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army and then a riding horse to local government officials, and let 
their objection not pass!" 55

) (Feng I). 

The statements of this kind can be seen, as far as I know, in only_ one 
among the sales contract documents, while in not a few among other kin,fls of · 
documents: e.g. a will (USp 78), a contract about a marriage portion ,(USp 
115), a document about the solution of a dispute (USp 116), a document ~bout 
the .adoption of a child (Ma.012), a document about the emancipatio:o, of a 
slave (Rams II), a document about the vendee's assurance to a slave (Feng. 
Bin 3), etc. All of them but two begins with the phrase uluo/ siW. Th~ two 
exceptions are the one which lacks it (Ram II) and the other which has ariother 
ogi;iday sii.il in stead of it (Ma.01 2). The remaining part of these stat~;ments 
are-diverse, but they largely agree in stipulating that money (altun "gold" or 
kilmilJ "silver"), a horse (at) or a cow (ud) should be offered to a person; like a 
local government official. For the concluding phrase, however, the abov~ given 
"let their objection not pass! or don't sustain their objection!" was .not so 
freqµently used as the one at1i'r qi'n-qa t:agzun "he shall come to a grave-.crime" 
or "let it be felonious". In short, they meant to say that a penalty $uch as 
explained above should be offered to a third party of official character,. not to 
the opposite party concerned. 

From the historical point of view, we should pay attention to the use of 
such ~ different type of statements as these, about which I should like to dis
cµss on another occasion. 

6.2. 4., Special Cases 

As for the item ·of security and penalty, we can also observe certain ex
ceptional types of statements in a very few documents of sales contract which 
completely differs from those just discussed above. 

[La] bu qarabas yulayi·n tisar, kini-tin qayu-ti'n cam cari'm kalsar, man 
(Vendor) bilurman, (Vendee) bilmazmiin: "If anyone comes to 

(56) Feng Chia-sheng identifies the characters for this at as xon ''a sheep". The characters 
for these are, to be sure, very confusing but when we compare the manners of writing 
the characters for q, "f, x in the same text (by the photo plate), it seems rather correct 
to take the character in quesion as a. Furthermore, it is noticed that at "a horse" 
appears in the corresponding parts of some other documents (Rams II; Ma. 01 2; l:JSp 
78) with a similar statement, but never xon "a sheep". As for the phrase adar-kii 
yararu, there is no doubt about it in the light of TM 95. Yararu, composed of 
yara-r-u, was certainly synonymous with yararHr (vGAG 352, "passend, glintig"). As 
for adar, no particular remark is made on it by Feng, but it is interpreted as local 
officers in his translation of the text. This, however, undoubtedly corresponds to what 
is given as adiir "a saddle" iii BrMk s. 18 and idi.ir ''~ an" in HIIY. Thus, the whole 
phrase probably means "(a) riding (horse)" [from ''suited for the saddle"]. Incidentally, 
it may be mentioned here that the phrase in Ma.01 2 which is transliterated by Malov 
as iidik(?) j(? )sar at_ should be taken as the sama phrase with this. 
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dj~pute, talking of depriving this slave, I < ) will take the 
:r:esponsibility for it and < ) shall not." (USp 110) 

The word_bil- "to know" is given a translation "to take the responsibility" 
here. ·It is largely used in this sense in the documents of loan contract57 ). This 
text fr e·quipped with all the above-mentioned items [HJ, [X] and [Jab] together 
with the present one. There is another similar statement in USp 56, which is 
as follows: 

[Lb J bu kuYJ-ni'r; cami' fori'm,~· ii tsar, yalranz bolsar, man _ <Vendor) 
b~lurman <Vendee) bilmaz: "If anyone brings about a qispute 

. on this woman slave and does an dishonest thing, I ( . . ) _will 
take· the responsibility for it and < ) shall _not.'' 

The text of·this document has none of the items [HJ, [I] ·and [Jab] but this 
op~ alone. 

Statements very similar to these can be seen in the sales contract docu·-· 
Ill_ents of Medieval China. Take for example one about a sale of cattle dated 
the twenty-ninth year of the K'ai-yuan lffln era (741 A.D.), which was also 
fou;nd in Turfan. There is a passage as in the following: 

· tl1J1&tf:::~~~, :rrfz.{.Cil:±f*~Q,.I', :iG'!ifJ§!.AZ.•58 ). "Hereafter, if there occurs ·a 
clispute or a dishonest act concerning (this) cattle, the vendor will be always 
concerned with it and the vendee shall have nothing to do with it." 

: · Acc::ordi11g· to Niida's study, a similar statement can be recognized· in the 
material of• the Smig and Yuan periods59 ), which was made so as to prevent a 
thircl ·p.arty or the vendor's relatives from bringing about a dispute· by· claim
ing the right to the object of sale. This may perhaps be true of the correspond
ing ones in the Uigur documents. Mori is right in pointing out the similarity 
of the contents by comparing these statements in USp56 and USp 110· wii:.h 
t.p.e corresponding Chinese ones60 ). What matters here is, I think, not only the 
common rnntents in the Uigur and Chinese documents but also the fact that, 
while .the it~m [HJ is an Uigur expression -proper, these in, question were bor
r<;nyed from· the Chinese one. Thus, it can be considered that USp 110 re
peat~~ly eITlployed this type of a statement in -addition to the ones proper .. for 
~~iat .USp 56: could do with the former only. At any rate; the item [HJ along 
1Yith [G] could .not be dispensed with for the documents of sales contract: And 
even with the expression which was· not typically Uigur, an assurance for the 
vendee's right must have been clearly stated in contract. 

(57) In case· of the contract about a loan of land, the terms on harvest and tax were custo
marily specified in stead of that concerning the payment of the interset. It is especially 
with this expression that whether the vendor or the vendee should take the respon
·sibflity for the tax were usually stipulated .. 

(58) Niida, op. cit., 1937, pp. 155-56. 
(59). Niida, ibid., pp. 107, 109, 124, 157. 

· (60) Mori, op. cit., (Toyo Gakuho). 
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As another exceptional type, we may refer to the following statement in 
USp 61: 

[Le] bu qarabas kim cam qi'lsar, b'iz (Three names of the relatives of 
Vendors) birla birurbiz: "If anyone dispute about this slave, we 
( ) all of us will give." 61 ) 

In this document, only the items [HJ, [I] and [Ja] are found but [Jb] is 
lacking, and this statefent is added to after the registers of the witnesses, the 
writer arid others and the impression of the seal. 

There are no parts of the text to bring the background of this statement 
to light. Any way, it must have been the repeated stipulation for the indemni
fication in case of a dispute, which.was usually given in [Ja] alone. And it also 
reminds us of its relationship with a statement frequently observed in the Chi
nese contract documents that the vendors, his wives or his sons usually took 
the responsibility for the indemnity62). Again, the same relationship can be 
seen to be reflected by its lack of the typical Uigur concept of the double 
indemnity. In fact, the persons concerned with this contract were Liu-taipu 
and his son Kuicu and the slave sold was Puking. Not only their names but 
also the names of most others appearing in this are apparently Chinese63 ). 
Therefore, we may safely conclude that the statement [Le] was made under 
the strong influence of the Chinese contract document. 

To sum up, these exceptional types of statements were all either modelled 
on the Chinese contract or made under its influence. [La, b] was thus modelled 
after the Chinese fashion only in expression, while [Le] was given between 
Chinese deliberately following the usual Chinese practice of contract. 

§7. Postscript (Witness, Signature and Writer). 

So far we have looked through what could be regarded as the body of the 
contract for. The body is followed by the description of the witness's register, 
signature and the name of the writer, all completing the form of contract. 
These of course are indispensable for giving the document liability; in some 
cases, however, some additional statement can be found. This will also be 
discussed later. All these items are not confined to documents of sales contract 
only but are commonly found among all sorts of deeds. Consequently, to dis
cuss the minute details of various items will require frequent reference to the 
documents other than we have, which will also require the widening of our 
scope. Hence instead of such minute investigation we will confine ourselves to 

(61) Mori, interpreting birilrbiz as biliirbiz, deals with this side by side with those in USp 
56 and USp 110. But it is obviously bir- in the original and Radloff also renders it 
as "libergeben". Mori, op. cit., 1961 (Toyo Gakuho), p. 3. 

(62) Niida, op. cit., 1937, pp. 140--41, 184, 185. 
(63) That these may probably be Chinese names was kindly suggested by Professor A. v. 

Gabain. 
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the discussion of general matters here. 

7.1. The Witness's Register. 

111 

[M] tanuq (name), tanuq (name), tanuq <name). "Witness: < ) , 
witness: < ) , whness: < ) . " 

In most cases, in this manner, the witness's names are listed in the simple 
description of tanuq "witness" so-and-so respectively, but sometimes they are 
headed by the statement bu bitig-kii "to this deed" (Ma.DUD 2; Ot.Ry 54_3). 
Another expression like bu soz/saw -dii/-da "to this statement" is also· found. 
In documents of sales contract in general, the number of witnesses listed seems 
to be three or four. The exceptional five are found in one case (Feng 1), and 
presumable two only in another case (USp 15), but in each of these cases the 
deed as a whole is written in irregular form. 

Judging from the statements in deeds, the function or responsibility of the 
witness is considered to be something of an. attestor, for although there is some 
statement about the responsibility of the vendor's side, that i~; of the vendor 
himself or o-f his relatives, for fear of the vendor's breach of contract or any 
disadvantage to the vendee, nothing is said about the responsibility of the 
witness. In one document of loan contract, we find paosi'rz, two in number, 
with tanuq, also two in number. This paosi)1, ,;must be fiA pao jen "a guaran
tor" in Chinese64), and as for tanuq, which is distinguished from pcwsi'n> its 
Chinese equivalent will be %!>%A chih chien jen) J!A chien jen) which means 
"the one who sees, knows" 65 ). In fact, the word tanuq) deriving from tanu
"to see, know" plus -0 q, nominalizing suffix (vGAG §§ 127, 149) has the same 
meaning. In the contemporary Mongolian documents of loans, too, the use of 
the word gereci "the one who sees" shows the perfect correspondence66 ). 

Some instances show that neighbors livi_ng around the estate formerly 
owned by the vendor worked as tanuq 61 ). It is quite natµrally expected that 
neighbors should have been requested to act as attestors, and such may have 
often been the case actually. 

(64) Radloff treats this word as a proper name, Malov translates it into HacJie,ll.HHK "heir" 
(USp s. 290), and Le Coq shows a doubt like "Burgen(?)" (A. von Le Coq, "Kurze 
Einfuhrung in die uigurische Schriftkunde", Mitteilungen d. Seminars fur Orientalische 
Sprachen, XXII, Berlin 1919, s. 109). But Muller once treated of the word used in 
Mongolian in its relation to the Chinese {;~A (G. J. Ramstedt, "Mongolische Briefe 
aus Idiqut-Schahri bei Turfan". Sitzungberichte der Konig. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. 
Phil-hist. Kl. 1909, ss. 848), and discussed it later again (Muller, op. cit., 1920, s. 3233). 
As for the loan from Chinese to Uighur and the later Mongolian use, Profs. Cleaves and 
Mori treated in detail. Cf. Cleaves, op. cit., 1955, p. 39, note 28. Mori, op. cit., 1951, pp. 
145, 146. 

(65) Cf. Niida, op. cit., 1937, p. 133. 
(66) Cleaves, ibid., 1955, p.16, p. 43 note 37. 
(67) In all the three deeds, USp 107, 108, 109, the same person is Ested as the vendor, and 

a person named Burqan Quli:, a neighbor in the east of the land· announced for sale 
in 108 appears as tanuq in each of these three deeds. 
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7.2. Signature. 

7.2.1. Vendor's signature. 

The following is the conventional expression: 

[Na] bu tamra man (vendor)-nir; ol "this tanita is that of me< )." 

In some cases nisan is used instead of tamya) and in others nisan tamya is 
used. Of all .the sales contracts we know, six use the word nisan and three use 
nisan tam'Ya, They include all of those which contain the witness's nisan as 
well. The witness's nisan will be discussed later. 

When there are more than two vendors, the conv~ntional expression is: 
bu tamra I nisan I nisan tamra biz (vendors) (ikagil)-nilr; ol ''this tamra 
(or nisan, nisan tamra) is that of (two of) us< ) , '' and when the vendors 
from a relatively big group, the expression is the same one that is found 
in [BJ: bu nisan tamra biz <· .. baslap onluqlar)-ni'r; al "this nisan tamra 
is that of us (the ten-(men) group headed by ... ) (Ma.Pa 2). 

As we know, the word tamya has long been used by the Turkic people 
and is widely used even now among the Altaic peoples, meaning seal or 
stamps68 ). Nisan is a loan word from Middle Persian and is now used in part 
of the Turks, meaning a mark69). Two types can be found in actual use of them 
in documents; one is the seal impression and the other the signature, some
times written in a simplified style. This led F. W. K. Muller to translate 
tamya and nisan into the Chinese ED yin and 1-Gtl¥ hua-ya respectively70 ). 
Muller is right in general, but it should be pointed out that we find the cases 
where even nisan may stand for a seal impression instead of a signature, or for 
a signature and a seal used together, while it is certain that tamya is only used 
where there is a seal impression. 

As for the p~sitions of the seal impressions, at least three are indispensa
ble in the sales contract: the beginning, the middle and the close of the text 
If there are more, there are four in all, with the additional one in the mitj,dle, 
or five or six in all, with four in each corner and one or two in the middle. 
Judging from such manners of impression and the fact that a seal could be of 
plural persons and, moreover, that the same person could use different seals in 
different documents, it is clear that these seals were not to serve for private 
signatures, but mainly functioned as a sort of cachets71 ). 

(68) RdWb III 1003; J. E. Kowalewski, Dictionaire l\1o,,;gol-Russe-.Franr;ais. Kasan, 1849, III 1643; fi!Plffit~, ~t~fft@'f.ffe!_, Pei-pin, 1953, p.139. 
(69) Cf. Muller, op. cit., 1920 s. 323; Cleaves, op. cit., 1955 p. 42 note 34; R. P. Blake & R. N. Frye, "History of the Nation of the Archers (The Mongols) by Grigor of Akanc". Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies XII, 3.4, 1949, p. 391 note 72. 
(70) MiUler, ibid., 1920, ss. 323, 324. 
(7i) N. Yamada, "!? L jj' (1=11.)i!E~ (On the tamga in the Turkic peoples)" Oriental Studies presented Sei Wada ... , Tokyo, 1960, pp. 1017-1026. 
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7:2.2. Nisan of the Witness and Others. 

Iri most cases, after the statement concerning the vendor's tarnya and so, 
comes the one concerning the writer, which completes the text. In some cases, 
however, we find a few additional lines of statements concernirig the nisan of 
ead1 witness and rarely of others. Of all the documents of sales contract we 
know, eight have them, five of which show, after the writer's register, the state
~ehts on the nisan of the witnesses only. The expression to be found there is: 

[Nb] bu nisan man tanuq ( )-nir; ol "this . nisan is that of me 
witness < ) . '' 

. If nisan is not a witness's, the word tanuq cannot be found of course. 
Al! the statements before the writer's register were written without indention, 
but,. this statement about nisan is indented and each witness is afforded with a 
line .. This is the very similar form to that of Chinese documents. Besides this 
type of addition, thre,e instances are found to have the statement on nisan 
before the 'writer's register. In one (Ot.Ry 543) of them, all the statements 
b~fpre [Nb] are written without indention, while in other two (USp 15; 
Feng 1) indention comes after [M] and each witness is given a line. In addition 
to ~11 of these, there are some cases where we find the statement about nisan 
of.~· person or persons other than the vendor and the witnesses whose names 
are dearly put down. In case of USp 15 only one person of this sort is referred 
to, while in Feng 1 no less than five are listed. All of them are considered to 
b,e ,the vendor's relatives, but we have no corroboration . 

. · In case of item [Nb], only nisan is used, and as to the vendor, too, the 
word ,nisan is generally used so far as item [Nb] can be applied, but in two 
cases (Ma.Pa 2; Ma.DUD 2) nisan tamya is used. 

At the end of each of these lines, a signature or its simplified type is 
written down, as a. matter of fact; a seal impression is also found (Feng 1, 2), 
and it is not rnre that we find nothing of either sort (Ot.Ry 543 and others). 
There is also a case where something like a mark is put down alone for all the 
persons concerned. Thus we may say that in cases of them actual dr;::1,wings of 
marks were not necessarily indispensable in the contract form, though the ex
pression itself was conventionalized. This may rather have to be contemplated 
from a historical standpoint, but it is not within our scope here72 t. 

7.3. Writer. 

The statement on the writer usually comes, as we have seen, before item 
[Nb J, in the same paragraph with the witness's register [M] and the statement 
about the vendor's seal [Na]. Only in the three cases mentioned in the previous 
section, the statement on the writer, which comes after item [Nb], is written in 
a new unindented line, while item [Nb] is indented. The writer in many cases 

(72) For nisan and tamra in general, cf. N. Yamada, "The Private Seal and Mark on the Ui
gur Documents", D. Sinor, ed., Aspects of Altaic Civilization, 1963, pp. 253-259. 
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is a scribe and also the vendor himself in some cases, but in any case the 
writer's name must have been indispensable in the deed. The only exceptional 
case, Ot.Ry 1414[a], presumably due to the lack of space. The conventional 
expression appears as follows: 

[O] man (writer), (vendor)-qa incka ayi'ti'p bitidim "1 ( ), inquir-
ing ( ) in detail, wrote.'' 

When the writer is the vendor himself, the statement is: man (vendor) 
.ihilm bitidim "1 ( ) myself wrote." The phrase, bu bitig-ni "this deed" or bu 
"this" may be put at the beginning of each type of the statements, and the 
vendor's name may be omitted in any case written by the vendor himself or 
scribe: Incka "in detail" may be replaced by ilc qata "three times" (Ot.Ry 543), 
and this is observed also in other kinds of documents than sales contract73 ). 

In one case bitidim "(I) wrote'' is replaced by bitigil timis-kii bitidim "having 
been made to write and wrote" (Ma.Pa 2). In another autographed case, we 
find an expression: oz iiligin bitiyu tagirtim "finished writing by my hand" 
(USp 15). 

On the preparation of a deed, the person of whom the questions were 
asked by the scribe was the vendor, whose name.is clearly shown as such in the 
document. Even when there is no name, the vendor is no doubt the re
spondent. This is associated with the fact that only the vendor could prepare 
an autographed deed. In other word, these facts made it clear that the deed of 
sales contract was prepared on the responsibility of the vendor's side. The 
respondents are shown as olar "they" in one case (USp 57) and in another as 
bular ikagil "these two men" (USp 110). In the former case, three vendors are 
listed and they must be the referent of the word. In the latter case, only one 
vendor is shown and the expression might perhaps refer to both the vendor 
and vendee; but since the document is for the contract of the slave trade, the 
two persons mentioned may more possibly be the one sold and the vendor. 

Little is known of the position of the scribe relating to the principals, but 
we may _observe one case where the writer is the one to be· found in the 
vendor's company and whose nisan is mentioned in item [Nb J (USp 15). 

§8. Additional statement. [P] 

By the additional statement is meant a brief statement added to the main 
text out of some necessity and containing conventional forms and expressions. 
AH the instances we know are found only in contracts of the slave trade (USp 
61; USp 114), and in each of them are included the date of sale, the names of 
the vendor and the one to be sold, the medium of payment and the price) and 

(73) In the loan documents USp 3 and USp 14, uc qata and uc qata incka are employed 
respectively. There ar~ also ... . sozinca "according to the words of ... " (USp 12) and 

. ayi't'ip ozilm (USp 34). The Jatter is found in a loan document prepared by two persi:ms, 
· 6£ whom one asks questions of another and writes it. 
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then concerning these the expression tukiil alti'rn "received completely," the 
name of the witness, the conventional expression bu tam:ya man (vendor)-niTJ 
al and the name of the writer. In brief, such items as are related to the pay
ment are repeated here together with the date, the statement on the seal, the 
witnesses and writer. In these cases above, the date is one to three days later 
than that of the main text. The need of such additional statement must have 
arisen from the vendee's postponement of the payment. The writer in each of 
these cases is the writer of the main text. The number of the witness is one in 
USp 114 and two in USp 61, and the names of all of them are also found in 
the list in the main text. Details of the seal impression are not yet known well, 
as photographs of these deeds have not been made public. In one of the 
indentures (USp 51) which have this sort of additional statement, whose photo
graph is made public, the same seal impression that is found in the main text 
is also found at the end of the additional statement. 

So far as I know there are three documents, other than the three above, 
· which have anything like an additional statement, among the documents other 

than sales contract. Of them, the deed of employment contract (USp 14) and 
the document of loans (USp 34) have only short remarks which do not contain 
any of the conventional expressions as discussed above. Another instance in 
the document of adoption (Ma.011) is a mere rewriting. After all, the ad
ditional statement with conventional expressions are written when there are 
important items to be added like payment, especially when the payment is 
delayed. It should be considered as a part of the content of the deed. 

Conclusion. 

,!\Te have discussed various items in the document of sales contract in 
order. Expressions and terms, as stated at the beginning of this article, are 
different in detail in different documents and especially, items discussed in 
Section 7 show, even in appearance, considerable differences. However, by the 
observation of the seventeen materials we know, we have been able to confirm 
general common factors, conventional itemizing and expressions employed in 
most of the materials. In relation to these conventional expressions, other vari
ous expressions are discussed and the common meaning has been made clear. 

As we have pointed opt in several places, it is an invariable principle that 
a document of sales contract is prepared in the responsibility and from the 
view of the vendor. The formal position of the elate is the beginning of the 
text, and the reason of sale [BJ and the declaration of the vendee's right [G] 
consistently take the pa~ticular expressions. In some cases we may find extra
ordinal forms where we find the statement about the witness's marks, but in 
most cases the witness's register, the statement about the vendor's seal and the 
writer's register an~ all written without the change of line. This may be con
sidered to imply the proper form of writing. Confer Plate nos. I and 2. 
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The existence of these subsidiary forms naturally leads us to contemplate 
~heir histor,ical causes, while the statements in the documents make us con
sider on the spot the general historical and social background as well as prob
lems in history of laws. They may possibly be studied through further obser
vation of other necessary materials. Moreover, it is particularly important to 
think over the historical foreign influences on the region where these docu
ments were written; it stood between the powers of various dynasties in the 
east like Sung, Yuan, Liao and Chin, and the Islamic powers after the 
Qaraqanids in the west. Such situations are also important matters in the 
study of the documents contract. It may be added as a conclusion of this prob
lem that China's influence was the greatest, as was a natural historical con
sequence. In the days when our materials were written, Yarkancl in the west 
had perfect Islamic customs of contract, which included completely different 
types of contract documents from our materials74 ), while Chinese documents 
and ours have much in common: some of the terms have the same etymology 
and even in the exeressions similarities may be found. 

It is certain that various problems implied in the present article may and 
should be fully explained through the contemplation of the historical factors 
as mentioned above, especially the relation of Chinese documents to ours. 
Nothing has been said about it in the present article as it is something beyond 
our scope. It will be discussed on later occasions. 
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Some other documents (includieg Ot.Ry 1414[a]) in this collection were created 
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